C13

Please provide any comments on the proposal to enable some medical devices to have restrictions
applied to their use or supply.
The Board notes some devices may have the potential to cause harm. To avoid risk of harm to the
public it may be prudent to apply restrictions to their use or supply.

C43

Do you have any comments on the arrangement for establishing the authority to prescribe via the
relevant health practitioners’ scope of practice (subject to approval from the Minister of Health)?
The Dietitians Board notes that for health practitioners, the authority to prescribe would be
established by their scope of practice. As opposed to the current situation under the Medicines
Act and regulations which list professions with prescribing ability.
Currently dietitians have an ‘endorsement’ on their APC to prescribe. The Scope of Practice:
Dietitian already includes this and prescribing only applies to those with the endorsement.
The Dietitians Board supports the proposal to include prescribing in the Scope of Practice as this
allows greater flexibility to be responsive to the needs of the profession. Therefore, any changes
(following sector consultation) to a scope of practice proposed by the relevant professional
responsible authority would only require approval by the Minister of Health rather than requiring
a full parliamentary process.
The Dietitians Board would be interested in exploring the possibility of enabling advanced or
specialist prescribing scopes as this is maybe a likely scenario in the future.

C44

Do you think regulations should be developed to require a consistent approach to the form and content
of prescribing provisions within scopes of practice?
The Dietitians Board is generally supportive of this approach and agrees that consistency in the form
and content of prescribing provisions within professional scopes of practice would be beneficial.
It must however be flexible enough to allow for the differences in prescribing among the different
professions and the Board would not want to see regulation put in place that could be overly
prescriptive and potentially limiting on a responsible authority trying to create its prescribing
provisions.

C45

Please provide any comments on the approach to standing orders.
The Dietitians Board notes that the detailed requirements for standing orders will be specified in
regulations and consulted on at a later stage.

C48

In what situations do you consider it is appropriate for a health practitioner prescriber to supply
medicines to another health practitioner prescriber?
The Dietitians Board considers it is likely such actions would be more common where supply options
are limited, such as in remote rural areas. Allowing health practitioner prescribers to supply
medicines to other health practitioner prescribers would make logistical sense.

C49

Are there situations where it is appropriate for a health practitioner to supply medical devices to
another health practitioner? Is this something that occurs currently and would need to be enabled
under the new scheme?
The Dietitians Board considers it is likely such actions would be more common where supply options
are limited, such as in remote rural areas. Allowing health practitioner prescribers to supply medical
devices to other health practitioner prescribers would make logistical sense.

C50

Do you consider health practitioners should be authorised to supply pharmacy (category 3) medicines
to their patients? What are the benefits and/or risks of allowing this?
The Dietitians Board is generally supportive and notes that when therapeutic products are supplied
by a health practitioner, that practitioner will be responsible for the clinical appropriateness of that
product as required by their scope of practice.
Any liberalisation of patient access to therapeutic products must be done with patient safety as the
primary consideration, holding all health practitioners to the same controls and standards.
Health practitioner prescribers should use their considered clinical judgement, and only undertake
this action where they believe it to be safe and reasonable to do so.

The Dietitians Board is aware many of the details of the proposed Therapeutics Product Bill have yet to be
worked through, and that the subordinate legislative instruments have not yet been developed.
This has resulted in a current proposal that is insufficient in detail and does not allow for informed submissions
from the health sector.
The Dietitians Board looks forward to engaging in the latter half of the year with the public consultation of a
more detailed proposal.

18 April 2019

16 April 2019
Sheila Swan
Chief Advisor
Ministry of Health
PO Box 5013
Wellington 6140
therapeuticproducts@moh.govt.nz
Re: Therapeutic Products Regulatory Scheme Consultation
Dear Ms. Swan,
The National Poisons Centre (NPC) provides a 24/7 nationwide telehealth service for the public and
healthcare professionals with comprehensive risk assessment, clinical management guidelines, and
specialist physician advice for poisonings. The mission of NPC includes optimising care for poisoned
patients and promoting public health. The purpose of this letter is to raise a key issue regarding the
regulation of therapeutic products and safety containers.
Currently in New Zealand, the use of safety containers are specified by Regulation 37 of the
Medicines Regulations 1984. The current regulation only specifies a very limited group of
therapeutic products that require a safety container. Similar regulation in many countries, including
Australia, the United Kingdom, and the United States all contain extensive lists of therapeutic
products that require safety containers. The use of safety containers for storage of therapeutic
products has been associated with the prevention of potentially harmful exposures to children.
The NPC receives approximately 25,000 calls annually. Per the most recent NPC quarterly report
submitted to the Ministry of Health covering the period between October to December 2018, 83% of
calls involved human exposures to potentially harmful substances. Among the people who had
exposures, 51% were children age 5 years and under. Therapeutic products (i.e. medications)
represented 46% of all substances involved in exposures. Tablets/capsules represented 66% of
therapeutic product formulations while 27% were liquid formulations. Among therapeutic product
exposures, 43% were due to child exploratory behaviour – this most commonly entails a young child
age 1-2 years who has gotten into medication while unsupervised. Effects from such paediatric
exposures to medications can range from no harm to significant injury or death. Of the child
exploratory exposures to therapeutic substances reported to NPC in the most recent quarter, 15%
were advised to seek medical attention. While specific data are not available, it is the experience of
NPC that substantial numbers of children in New Zealand are exposed to therapeutic products
stored in a non-safety container.

It is the opinion of the National Poisons Centre that broadly expanding the regulatory requirement
of safety containers for therapeutic products would be a positive public health intervention that
would prevent potentially harmful exposures in New Zealand, particularly among young children.
If it is not within the scope of the proposed Therapeutic Products Regulatory Scheme to make
amendments directly to current safety container regulations, then ensuring an appropriate
framework exists within the new Therapeutic Products Regulatory Scheme that allows modification
to current regulations pertaining to safety containers for therapeutic products is strongly
recommended.
Please feel free to contact me directly at
additional information I can provide.
Sincerely,

Adam Pomerleau, MD, FAACT, FACEM
Director
National Poisons Centre

with any questions or if there is any

Medical Aid Abroad wishes to make the following submission on the draft Therapeutic Products
Bill. We do so with the objectives of:
1. ensuring that the Ministry Ministry of Health is aware of our organisation, the work we
undertake and the benefit accrued in New Zealand and overseas;
2. identifying some of the ways that work will be captured by the proposed regulatory
regime; and
3. seeking provision of statutory authority or exceptions enabling continuation of this work
without imposition of onerous, expensive or unworkable compliance requirements.
Given the complexity of the regulatory framework and provisions in the draft Bill we have
not proposed a specific drafting solution. We would be more than happy to discuss our
work and possible amendments to enable it to continue in a manner consistent with the
objectives set out in clause 3 of the draft Bill.

April, 2019
Established in Christchurch (NZ) in 1967, Medical Aid Abroad (MAA) is a not-for-profit
charitable trust which assists health work in developing countries, by donating surplus
medical, surgical and pharmaceutical supplies, from within New Zealand.
MAA has one part-time paid Store Manager, plus a dedicated team of volunteer workers
who mostly come from a medical, nursing or pharmacy background.
Goods donated to MAA come from a wide variety of sources, typically: medical centres,
pharmacies, hospitals, clinics, manufacturers, importers, wholesalers. These goods are
received in our store, sorted for suitability and then stored until requested.
MAA has a store-room, kindly provided by the Auckland District Health Board, on the
campus of Greenlane Clinical Centre.
Medical Aid Abroad Trust Board Incorporated is a charitable trust registered with New
Zealand’s Charities Services, number CC20916. Details may be seen on the Charities
Services website: www.charities.govt.nz
It has been in operation since an inaugural meeting in Christchurch in 1967. The
organisation currently has its main centre in Auckland, with a small branch based in
Christchurch.

MAA has three Auckland-based trustees: Doctors Dr Bernie Brenner and Dr Peter
Vanniasingham, with Accountant Mr David Halstead.
The governance of MAA is by an Executive Committee, chaired by Retired Pharmacist,
Murray Kerr. The rest of this Board is made up of professional people from Dental,
Medical, Legal and Accounting backgrounds.
The week by week management of our rooms and volunteers, is overseen by our Store
Manager, Dr Mary Joku and ENT surgeon from West Papua.
On the one day a week that MAA is open, an enthusiastic team of about 15 volunteers,
who are nearly all retired nurses, doctors and pharmacists, receive inwards goods, sort
them for suitability and store them in our rooms at Greenlane.

The Medical Aid Abroad van,
sponsored by Alsco,
New Zealand

Upon receipt of an order from a requesting agency, or clinic or hospital, the available items
are packed, ready for dispatch and delivery overseas.
MAA does all it can to ensure that donated supplies are to be used by appropriately trained
professionals and that the goods are received by the people who have requested them.
We do this by requiring that each order has a completed End User Contact details form
(qv) and a Receipt of Goods Declaration Form (qv). Recipient organisations undertake not
to on-sell supplies.

MAA goods arrive in Mana Pools, Zimbabwe and retired Auckland nurses Tibby and
Barbara at work in the MAA store.

MAA follows the World Health Organisation guidelines, which recommends that donated
goods are still in date when they arrive at the destination.
The majority of our goods go the South Pacific region, but we have sent supplies to
countries much further afield – Asia, Africa and the Middle East.
Over recent years, goods from MAA have gone to the countries shown this map, marked
by the red dots. A country list is included in the supporting documents pages below.

MAA is unable to pay the freight costs, which have to be borne by the recipient or their
agent in NZ.
Once the order is ready to be sent, contact is made with a local agent, who will arrange for
it to be collected from our rooms, in preparation for shipping. Shipping may be in a
container with other goods, or it often is just a number of cartons which will be sent by sea
or air. To be clear, goods are handed over in NZ and 'exported' by the recipient agency or
a third party.
Where the order is a much smaller volume, the NZ contact will carry the goods with them.
For example; When final year medical students travel overseas to do their Elective, they
often carry goods provided by MAA as part of their personal luggage.

West Auckland nurse and doctor (Amanda and Michelle) with goods from MAA and a
post-natal check in Bougainville.

As can be seen, MAA is a small, largely volunteer lead operation, that costs about $20,000
per year to run and is completely unfunded. To raise this money, there is a small group of
supporters who donate funds monthly and one or two benefactors who are able to give
more generously. The remainder is earned from public fund-raising events, involving a
meal, speakers, auctions, raffles and other entertainment.
From responses that come to us when donations have been received, we know that the
work we do and the supplies we send, make a huge difference to the lives of many people
living in areas where the local health system may be poorly run or poorly funded.
MAA co-operates closely with a number of other NZ-based medical aid agencies, who
provide similar and related assistance to developing countries, primarily in the South West
Pacific. These organisations frequently receive goods of all sorts from MAA to assist them
in their work.

For example:

Friends of Fiji Health.

Friends of Fiji Heart Foundation

Hearts4Kids

Volunteer Ophthalmic Services Overseas.

Smiles for the Pacific (Auckland Dental Association)

Mobility Equipment for the Needs of the Disabled

Possible Effects on the work of Medical Aid Abroad.
MAA is concerned when we read, for example:
42:
1. refers to goods going ‘elsewhere’ - ie outside our border. All our goods go offshore.
4c “ .. immaterial if paid or not”. All MAA goods are always donated at no charge
43:
2 It appears that MAA’s work will be defined as wholesale.
45: Take overseas – everything MAA donates goes overseas
53: Controlled Activity, and:
1. the requirements of licensing and permits
2g possession – MAA stores many pharmaceuticals and therapeutic products
2h our agents carry, or arrange the carriage, of much stock on behalf of our recipients
81: Being in possession of prohibited products.
MAA sees itself in danger but as such products are not clearly defined (S25) it is unable to
know to what degree.

Were the Therapeutics Products Bill to become law as it is proposed, it may well cause
MAA either, large regulatory requirements, or at worst it may force our closure.
Were the latter option to occur, it would mean that large volumes of good, in-date, medical,
surgical and pharmaceutical products would go directly to land-fills. This would be an
environmental and sociological disaster.
How could NZ hold it’s head up high, if we were found to be discarding and then dumping
large amounts of so-called ‘unwanted’ effective and useful goods, when so many people,
in other countries are running out of supplies or perhaps have no medical support at all?
In your consideration of the Therapeutic Products Bill, please take into account the work
done by other medical aid agencies, like Medical Aid Abroad and the 6 other groups listed
above, who touch unnumbered lives in many countries using nothing other than goods
currently defined as ‘waste’.
To give this so-called waste a second, useful and helpful life, is more than rewarding for
the workers who work selflessly week-by-week, in support of their fellow men, women and
children.
All of the 6 other aid agencies listed above, at one time or another, come to MAA for
additional goods in support of their work. They would always involve a selection of
pharmaceutical, and surgical products. Many of which we suspect will fall into the
definition of Therapeutic Products.

Medical Aid Abroad requests that you give careful consideration to the humanitarian
assistance given in many regions of the world.
MAA has no high level funding and for us it is an endless task to raise funds to maintain
our work. It would be a great pity if hard-earned funds had to be spent on a range of
permits or licences, just to continue doing what we have been doing for many years.
The same can also be said of the other 6 agencies listed above.
A representative from Medical Aid Abroad would be happy to discuss anything about the
work of this charity, or any effects this Bill may have on it.
Please contact:
Murray Kerr
Chairman
Medical Aid Abroad
website www.maa.org.nz

OTHER SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS

SUBMISSION IN RESPONSE TO
THERAPEUTIC PRODUCTS REGULATORY
SCHEME: CONSULTATION DOCUMENT

THERAPEUTIC PRODUCTS BILL

18 APRIL 2019

To:

The New Zealand Ministry of Health
Government Office
133 Molesworth Street
Thorndon
Wellington

This submission is made on behalf of Television New Zealand Limited, in response to the Therapeutic
Products Regulatory Scheme: Consultation Document dated 14 December 2019, on the proposed
Therapeutics Products Bill, which will repeal and replace the Medicines Act 1981.

Contact Details:
Brent McAnulty
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INTRODUCTION
1.

Television New Zealand Limited (TVNZ) is grateful to the New Zealand Ministry of Health for the
opportunity to make a submission in respect of the Therapeutic Products Regulatory Scheme:
Consultation Document (Consultation Document) on the proposed Therapeutics Products Bill
(Bill).

2.

TVNZ is the country’s leading free to air broadcaster. It reaches approximately 2.2 million New
Zealanders every day, predominantly through its broadcast channels, TVNZ 1, TVNZ 2 and TVNZ
DUKE, as well as its TVNZ OnDemand, 1 News Now, Re: and HEIHEI online services. TVNZ is
owned by the Crown but operates as a self-sufficient, commercial entity by virtue of the
Television New Zealand Act 2003 and is supported by advertising revenue.

3.

The exposure draft of the Therapeutic Products Bill and the Consultation Document for public
consultation was released on 14 December 2018. The draft Bill does not include a ban on the
advertising of prescription medicines to the public, however, one of the key changes means that
the Regulator will have the power to change and/or make regulations and processes without
further legislation once the Bill is passed. This may cause advertising restrictions to flow to
over-the-counter (OTC) products, and complementary health products, with implications for
both brands, owners, and retailers.

CONSULTATION DOCUMENT
4.

The Consultation Document specifically includes the following:
4.1. Under the draft Bill, direct-to-consumer advertising (DTCA) of therapeutic products would
continue to be permitted. DTCA of prescription medicines is a contentious matter: views are
split, and the evidence on the impacts of DTCA is mixed.
4.2. Parties that oppose DTCA are concerned that the commercially driven intent of this
advertising results in advertisements that do not provide balanced information and
encourage consumers to pressure prescribers for specific products, which may not be
clinically required or in their best interests. The counter-argument to this is that DTCA may
have some benefits in terms of increasing consumers’ awareness of drug treatments and
medical conditions, and prompt them to discuss treatment options with their health
practitioner.
4.3. Several studies have found evidence that consumer and prescriber behaviour alters in
response to advertising of therapeutic products. When prompted by such advertising, people
are more likely to go to practitioners to discuss and request advertised medicines, and
prescriptions for those medicines increase. However, the evidence is unclear as to whether
this results in a positive outcome (due to more people accessing therapeutic products and
services that they need) or a negative outcome (due to people being prescribed medicines
that are not appropriate for them).
4.4. The Government has heard concern from health practitioners about DTCA. In light of that
concern, it is interested in exploring whether increased regulation is warranted.
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4.5. The Consultation Document specifically asks the following:
4.5.1. Do you have a view on whether direct-to consumer advertising of prescription medicines

should continue to be permitted?
HISTORY OF DTCA
5.

The Medicines Act 1981 was accompanied by the Medicines Regulations 1984. This means that
media, advertising, and pharmaceutical companies have had almost 35 years of experience with
this legislation. The Medicines Act was formulated prior to the advent of much TV advertising
and the widespread use of the internet. There was, therefore, not seen any need to consider
any prohibition of the advertising of prescription medicines to the public/consumer.

6.

The first advertising of prescription medicines in New Zealand started with the advertising on
TV of Propecia® for Benign Prostatic Hypertrophy in the ‘90s. Pharmaceutical companies
gradually began to realise that there was a place for advertising of prescription medicines
directly to the consumer. There was then use of most media including the daily press,
magazines, the internet and TV.

7.

DTCA does not form a large part of the New Zealand Advertising market, representing less than
0.3% of all advertising in this country.

2016

2017

2018

Total spend of prescription
/ OTC and natural products
advertising

$ 92,025,388

$105,364,185

$101,929,507

Total spend on
Prescription Products

$ 5,267,037

$ 6,927,694

$ 5,635,465

5.72%

6.57%

5.53%

0.21%

0.28%

0.23%

Prescription advertising as
a percentage of total
health and wellbeing
advertising

Prescription advertising as
a percentage of the total
NZ advertising market
(Relatively constant over 3
year period at $2.5 billion)

*Please note, the above costs relate to media only, they do not include the costs to conceive, create or produce the
campaigns that ran in these media. The media costs above are all at “rate card” value.
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8.

Recently, the Internet has heralded a new age for the consumer regarding information around
prescription medicines. The use of the Internet has become a greater source of information
for patients rather than DTCA by companies.

9.

This counters the argument that the advertising by pharmaceutical companies has caused extra
time and effort for the doctor in explaining whether a medicine is right for the patient. Doctors
have had to adjust to the new environment where patients/consumers have more access to
information on medical matters, not only through the internet but also through programming
on media platforms.

ADVERTISING STANDARDS
10.

All advertising of prescription medicines must comply with both the Advertising Standards
Authority’s
Therapeutic
and
Health
Advertising
Code.
https://www.asa.co.nz/codes/codes/therapeutic-and-health-advertising-code/.

11.

Accordingly, advertising of prescription medicines to the public must meet the high standard of
social responsibility. This means, for example, that advertising must include the provision of key
risk information of relevance for consumers as well as a referral of the patient to consult the
healthcare professional to check that the medicine is right for the patient’s individual situation.

12.

There are very few complaints regarding prescription medicine adverting upheld by the
Advertising Standards Complaints Board (ASCB). Complaints to the ASCB regarding prescription
medicines in the years 2012-2018, represented just 0.3% of all complaints. Set out below is a
breakdown of these complaints, which shows that just two complaints regarding prescription
medicines were upheld or settled in that period, demonstrating a very high degree of
compliance:
Year

2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018

Total # of
Total # of
Complaints Therapeutic
and Health
Complaints
1067
792
871
707
586
603
820

51
75
67
55
48
94
64

Total #
Prescription
Medicine
Complaints
5
3
4
2
2
1
2

No
Not
Grounds Upheld
to
Decision
Proceed
Decision
4
1
2
3
1
1
2
1
1

Settled
Complaint
/
Withdrawn
Upheld
Decision

1
1

1

13.

The current system provides the consumer with key information on medicines and has always
directed the consumer/patient to the doctor for the final joint decision with the patient on the
right medicine.

14.

The key risk information around the product has been required in any advertising to the
consumer and this has been based on both the datasheet and the Consumer Medicines
Information (CMI) that has been given regulatory approval following Medsafe evaluation. The
4

risk information is reliable as it is reviewed by TAPS under the self-regulation process of
approval for prescription medicine advertising. The CMI is essentially the datasheet for
consumers translated into language that is easy to understand.
15.

The TAPS process is a peer-review process. Complaints can be lodged with the Advertising
Standards Complaints Board (ASCB) so that there is a robust process of review through the
system. In addition, TAPS has regular contact with the regulator, Medsafe, to ensure that
advertising is compliant with the legislation.

16.

The review with Medsafe, the ASCB decisions, and the outcome of any court decisions form the
benchmarks for TAPS so that there is a strict review of DTCA. Where TAPS Approval is not given
then the media would not publish/broadcast the advertisement under the system of selfregulation. This is an effective measure to ensure that advertising meets the high standard of
social responsibility as required under principle 1 of the Therapeutic and Health Advertising
Code of the Advertising Standards Authority.

17.

Unlike the United States, which is a more litigious environment, the presentation of risk
information of a product is done in a manner that is understood by the consumer in consumerfriendly language.
The Depo-Provera decision by the ASCB ensured that the key risk
information was presented in summary form that could be understood by the patient (Refer
Complaint 99/116: Depo Provera advertisement in women’s magazines).

18.

The Medicines New Zealand Code of Practice specifically requires companies to advise doctors
of major consumer campaigns so that doctors are prepared in advance. Section 5.11.9 of the
Medicines New Zealand Code of Practice requires companies to notify doctors and pharmacists
at least seven days before the commencement of any DTCA campaign.

PUBLIC SAFETY
19.

We accept that given the legislation has not been through a change in 35 years, it is reasonable
for the current system to be tested. A key consideration involved in this law change is whether
the current system of DTCA needs changing, and whether any safety concerns have arisen from
the current framework around DTCA.

20.

Currently, New Zealand system combines self-regulation and regulation in combination.

21.

Medicines are first approved by Medsafe. Key risk information is required in any advertising to
the consumer and this is based on both the datasheet and the Consumer Medicines Information
(CMI) that has been given regulatory approval following Medsafe evaluation.

22.

Advertising must then be compliant with both the Advertising Standards Authority’s Code and
the Medicines New Zealand Industry Code.

23.

All DTCA advertising is independently pre-vetted prior to broadcast or publishing by the
Therapeutic Advertising Pre-Vetting Service (TAPS) for compliance with these codes.

24.

We note that we are not aware of any evidence of safety issues for the consumer arising directly
as a result of DTCA.
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CONCLUSIVE REMARKS
25.

On the basis of the above, TVNZ submits that there should be careful consideration in
introducing the Therapeutic Products Bill, and that direct to consumer advertising should
continue to be permitted.
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Dear Sir/Madam,

This has only come to my attention this week.
I partially agree with the proposals, to be in line with other international regulatory bodies.
The main point from my perspective as the Clinical lead for the Nuclear Medicine department at
Auckland hospital, is that to my knowledge, there are no radiopharmacists in New Zealand. In
addition there is no recognised training scheme or accreditation body for such person to work in NZ
currently.
Therefore, the points about other approved people being able to compound radioactive medicines is
essential, from our perspective. Currently, we have highly qualified Nuclear medicine technologists
fulfilling this role, which they have done for many decades.
Our department covers the Auckland and northern region and involves diagnosis of many different
types of pathology from babies up to elderly patients. In some cases we have referrals from all
around the country. We are hoping that in the near future we will be able to offer radioactive
treatments for certain types of cancer.
I’m happy to be contacted further if required and would like to be kept informed of any meetings
around this, particularly if in Auckland, and via email updates.

Kind regards

Dr Jenny Davidson
MBBS MA (Oxon) MRCS FRCR MRANZCR
Clinical Lead in Nuclear Medicine , Auckland & Northern Regions
Auckland City Hospital, Grafton, Auckland

List of consultation
questions
Chapter A
A1

Do you support the general design of the new regulatory scheme for therapeutic
products?
1 Support
2 Partially support
3 Neutral
4 Partially don’t support
5 Don’t support.

Chapter B
Part 1: Preliminary provisions
B1

Please provide any comments on the purpose or principles of the Bill (ss 3
and 4).

Part 2: Interpretation
B2
•
•
•

•
•

Please provide any comments on the definitions or meanings set out in the draft
Bill (ss 14–50).
AMI – International terminology, Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient (API)
should be adopted.
There should be no ambiguity in the definition of Medical device. What
about a medical device that incorporates a medicine?
In meaning of clinical trial s27(c)(iii) reads that any additional diagnostic
or monitoring procedure that may be required over normal practice for an
individual patient circumstance cannot be considered.
Definitions of a manufacturer and responsible manufacturer should
include “or company”.
There is potential for confusion in the market if dispensing is considered
to be a part of manufacture while preparing a medicine for administration
is not. Dispensing should not be included in the definition of
manufacture.

Part 3: Dealing with therapeutic products
B3

Please provide any comments on the product approval controls (ss 51 and 52).

B4

Please provide any comments on the controlled activities and supply chain
activity controls (ss 53–55).

B5

Please provide any comments on the authorisations for pharmacists (ss 57–59).

B6

Please provide any comments on the authorisations for pharmacy workers (s 60).

B7

Please provide any comments on the authorisations for health practitioners
(ss 61–64).

B8

Please provide any comments on the authorisations for health practitioners’ staff
(s 65).

B9

Please provide any comments on the authorisations for veterinarians and
veterinary staff (ss 66–70).

B10

Please provide any comments on the approach for the personal importation of
medicines or medical devices (ss 76 and 77).

B11

Please provide any comments on the authorisations created in sections 71–75
and sections 78–80.

B12

Please provide any comments on the offences created in sections 81–94.

Part 4: Product approval
B13

Please provide any comments on the sections covering product approval
requirements (ss 94–104).
The Bill does not specify timeframes for processing changes to medicines. There
should be some legislative timeframes, to set expectations and measure the
Regulator’s performance.

More clarity is required for products manufactured in New Zealand that are only
intended for supply in overseas markets and what ‘simplified pathway’ the
Regulator envisages for their approval.
The TGA have a process for export listing of products, which serves purely as an
administrative exercise to keep a register of products that may be exported. A
similar listing pathway would be welcomed, with no associated registration fee.
Products with Consents to distribute in New Zealand should not need a
secondary approval in order to be able to be exported.
B14

Please provide any comments on the sections covering conditions on approvals
and cancellation of approvals (ss 105–113).

B15

Please provide any comments on the sections covering approval-exempt
products and their sponsors (ss 114–115).

B16

Please provide any comments on the sections covering sponsor obligations
(ss 116–119).

B17

Please provide any comments on the protection of active ingredient information
about innovative medicines (ss 120–122).
Protection period s121(3). If the Regulator declines the application for an
innovative medicine, why should there be a second protection period? This
prevents another applicant applying even though they may independently have
the API information that would allow their application to proceed.

Part 5: Licences and permits
B18

Please provide any comments on the sections covering the scope, content, effect
and grant of licences (ss 123–127).

B19

Please provide any comments on the criteria for: granting a licence; licensees;
and responsible persons (ss 128–130).
•
Manufacturing and packing licences for medicines should specify
classes of medicines as at present, rather than product names. Same for
medical device licences. See s132 (2) related to permits, which allowing
to specify classes.
•
What is meant by s128(b): “the number of responsible persons for the
licence is not less than the number specified in the rules”?
•
Does s128(g) mean that a licence will be required for each and every
clinical trial that a person may wish to conduct?

B20

Please provide any comments on the sections covering the scope, content, effect
and grant of a permit (ss 131–135).

B21

Please provide any comments on the sections applying to licences and permits
(eg, those relating to duration, conditions, variations, suspensions and
cancellations) (ss 136–149).

B22

Please provide any comments on the sections covering the transfer of licences
and permits (ss 150 and 151).
Granting a licence for 3 years and permit for 2 years is to be applauded.
B23

Please provide any comments on the obligations of licensees and responsible
persons (ss 153–159).
s157 (2) (a) (i) and (ii) seems to prevent termination of the arrangement between
the licencee and responsible person where the responsible person may want to
terminate the arrangement. Please consider including “…without the agreement
of the responsible person?” in these sections.

Part 6: Regulator
B24

Please provide any comments on the regulator’s powers and functions in relation
to safety monitoring, public safety announcements and regulatory orders
(ss 160–182).

B25

Please provide any comments on the regulator’s investigative powers
(ss 183–196).

B26

Please provide any comments on the offences relating to the regulator
(ss 197–199).

B27

Please provide any comments on the review of regulator’s decisions
(ss 200–204).
If the appeal is successful, is there any provision for refund of the review fee since
it would not have had to be paid if the correct decision was made in the first
place. The further review under the decision would still be covered by the original
fee paid.
Same question applies to District Court appeal re costs and payment by the
losing party.
B28

Please provide any comments on the administrative matters relating to the
regulator (ss 205–222).

Part 7: Enforcement
B29

Please provide any comments on the sections covering enforceable undertakings
and a court’s ability to grant injunctions (ss 223–232).
Section 229 (3) seems to be in opposition to Section 230: s229(3) states the
section does not prevent proceedings being brought where an enforceable
undertaking relates, however, s230 states no proceedings may be brought where
an undertaking is in force.

B30

Please provide any comments on the sections covering penalties, court orders,
liability, defences and evidentiary matters for criminal offences (ss 233–248).
Where is the legal definition of the offences bands given?
Section 235(3), 236(3): The Regulator is given opportunity to make submissions
to the court concerning suspension or cancellation of the licence or permit. There
appears to be no allowance for the person to submit counter submissions.
B31

Please provide any comments on the sections covering infringement offences
and the related penalties and processes (ss 249–255).
Infringement fee or fines cannot be imposed against GMP/GCP/GLP/PV audits
without the auditee having been given the opportunity to respond to/rectify the
alleged offence(s).

Part 8: Administrative matters
B32

Please provide any comments on the sections covering administrative matters;
such as cost recovery, requirements for the development of regulatory
instruments, review of the Act, and relationships with other Acts) (ss 256–274).
Section 267(3) appears to give an opening to the Regulator to ignore issuance of
consultation on regulations, rules, notices and exemptions.
It appears that the current exemption of therapeutic products regulated under
the Medicines Act being exempt from requiring approval under the HASNO Act
will not apply under the new bill. APIs will still come under HASNO and the
appropriate pharmaceutical ingredient standard, however, finished product
exemption from HASN should be retained.
B33

Please provide any comments on the amendments to the Health Practitioners
Competence Assurance Act 2003 (ss 276–285).

B34

Please provide any comments on the amendments to the Search and
Surveillance Act 2012 and the Customs and Excise Act 2018 (ss 286–289).

B12: Schedule 1: Transitional, savings and related
provisions
See under individual sector subheadings in Chapter C for sector-specific questions.

B13: Schedule 2: Reviewable decisions
B35

Please provide any comments on the list of decisions that would be reviewable
and who can apply (Schedule 2).

B14: Schedule 3: Regulations, rules and regulator’s
notices
B36

Please provide any comments on the use of regulations, rules or regulator’s
notices for particular matters (Schedule 3).

B15: Schedule 4: Amendments to other enactments
B37

Are there any other Acts or regulations containing an interface with the
Medicines Act 1981 that are not identified in the list in Schedule 4?

Chapter C
C1

Please provide any comments on the approach to regulating changes to
approved products (ss 100 and 101).

C2

Please provide any comments on the approach for medicines categorisation
(classification).

C3

Please provide any comments on the transition arrangements for existing
medicine product approvals.

C4
Please provide any comments on the approach to post-market controls.
Would the Regulator have the adequate resources and tools to support the
increased responsibilities in Pharmacovigilance?
The requirement to provide periodic benefit risk evaluation reports and risk
management plans should only be applied if the Regulator is resourced to
review/process and accept the documents. We don’t want the situation that
occurred in Australia where TGA were overwhelmed by this requirement. Also the
majority of medicines used in NZ are either generic or OTC where product safety
is reasonably well known so it can be argued that systems designed for Phase IV
monitoring are overkill.
C5

Please provide any comments on the manufacturing-related definitions.

C6

Please provide any comments on the approach to authorising hawkers as part of
the relevant wholesale licence.

C7

Do you support adoption of the European approach to regulating cells and
tissues, which distinguishes between cells and tissues that are subject to minimal
manipulation and those that are engineered?

C8

Please provide any comments on any interface issues between the draft Bill and
other legislation covering cells and tissues.

C9

Please provide any comments on the transition arrangements for product
approval controls for cell and tissue products.

C10 Please provide any comments on the transition arrangements for regulated
activities involving cell and tissue products.
C11 Do you think that products that have similar features and risks to medical
devices, but are not for a therapeutic purpose, should be regulated? If so, are
there particular products you are concerned about and why?
C12 Are there any aspects of the global model for medical devices that you consider
to be inappropriate for New Zealand?
C13 Please provide any comments on the proposal to enable some medical devices
to have restrictions applied to their use or supply.
C14 Please provide any comments on the transition arrangements for product
approval controls for medical devices.

C15 Please provide any comments on the transition arrangements for regulating
activities involving medical devices.
C16 Please provide any comments on the change in approach to regulating clinical
trials.
Registration of specified trial information: There should be no limitation to the
World Health Organization’s International Clinical Trials Registry Platform. The
common one currently used by NZ researchers is the ANZ clinical trial registry.
C17 Please provide any comments on the transitional arrangements for clinical trials.
C18 What do you think of the approach to curtail the personal importation of
prescription medicines via the post and courier, meaning most unapproved
prescription medicines imported from overseas would need to be sourced by the
issuer of the special clinical needs supply authority, a pharmacy, or a wholesaler?
C19 What type of pharmacy distribution and supply arrangements would you like to
see enabled in the future?
C20 Do the current pharmacy licensing requirements create any other barriers to the
development and delivery of innovative pharmacist services involving medicines?
C21 Please provide any other comments about enabling different distribution and
supply arrangements for pharmacy activities.
C22 Which option do you support?
•
•

Option 1: Strengthened accountability through pharmacist ownership and
effective control (including the five pharmacy limit).
Option 2: Open ownership with licence requirements targeted at pharmacist
control of quality systems and practices within the pharmacy.

C23 Why do you support that option?
C24 What do you consider are the benefits and/or risks that could result from
Option 1?
C25 Are there ways in which Option 1 could be improved?
C26 What activities do you consider a pharmacist ownership requirement should
cover?
C27 For an ownership requirement to be effective, do you think the same
pharmacist(s) need to have both majority ownership and effective control or
could those responsibilities be separated?
C28 Should the current five-pharmacy limit continue or be replaced by a licence
requirement that the pharmacist would have appropriate oversight of the
pharmacy (taking into account the number, scale and location of the other
pharmacies they are responsible for)?
C29 If the five-pharmacy limit was retained, how should it be applied when
pharmacists jointly share responsibility for the pharmacy?

C30 Do you have any information on the potential impact on the pharmacy sector of
an improved majority pharmacist ownership requirement?
C31 What transition time do you consider would be required if Option 1 was
implemented?
C32 Do you consider friendly societies should continue to be exempt from this
requirement or should this exemption be removed after a transition period?
C33 What do you consider are the benefits and/or risks that could result from
Option 2?
C34 Are there ways in which Option 2 could be improved?
C35 Are the requirements adequate to ensure the ‘supervisory pharmacist’ would be
able to effectively perform this function?
C36 Do you think the requirement for a pharmacist to be present should be
broadened to allow a pharmacist to provide clinical advice and oversight
remotely (s159)? If so, which pharmacy activities or circumstances do you think
this would be appropriate for?
C37 Do you consider restricting prescribers from taking a financial interest in a
pharmacy is still required (s 93)? What would be the risks and/or benefits of
retaining or removing this prescriber ownership restriction?
C38 Are there particular situations where you could see a permit would be a useful
tool for authorising pharmacy activities?
C39 Please provide any comments on the intended approach to depots and/or retailonly licences.
C40 Should the circumstances in which a pharmacist or pharmacy worker can
compound be expanded to allow them to produce a permitted quantity in
anticipation of a request? If you think expanded circumstances are appropriate,
why?
C41 Are there any other situations when you consider it appropriate for a pharmacist
to provide medicines by wholesale?
C42 Do you consider the new scheme will have any significant impacts on retailers?
C43 Do you have any comments on the arrangement for establishing the authority to
prescribe via the relevant health practitioners’ scope of practice (subject to
approval from the Minister of Health)?
C44 Do you think regulations should be developed to require a consistent approach
to the form and content of prescribing provisions within scopes of practice?
C45 Please provide any comments on the approach to standing orders. (Note that
the detailed requirements for standing orders will be specified in regulations and
consulted on at a later stage.)

C46 What do you think about the approach for the off-label use of medicines that
have been approved in New Zealand?
C47 What do you think about the approach for products that have not been
approved in New Zealand? In particular, the proposal that:
•
•

only medical practitioners would be able to issue a special clinical needs
supply authority for this type of unapproved product
other health practitioner prescribers would be able to prescribe them, once a
medical practitioner has issued a special clinical needs supply authority for
that medicine for a patient?

C48 In what situations do you consider it is appropriate for a health practitioner
prescriber to supply medicines to another health practitioner prescriber?
C49 Are there situations where it is appropriate for a health practitioner to supply
medical devices to another health practitioner? Is this something that occurs
currently and would need to be enabled under the new scheme?
C50 Do you consider health practitioners should be authorised to supply pharmacy
(category 3) medicines to their patients? What are the benefits and/or risks of
allowing this?
C51 Do you consider health practitioners’ staff should be authorised to supply
pharmacy (category 3) medicines to the patients of the practice? What are the
benefits and/or risks of allowing this?
C52 Please provide any comments on the advertising requirements and enforcement
tools.
C53 Do you have a view on whether direct-to-consumer advertising of prescription
medicines should continue to be permitted? What are the reasons for your view?
Douglas supports for the current DTCA of medicines, including prescription
medicines, to continue. DTCA forms a valuable part of overall patient education,
increasing patient awareness, encouraging patients to act on undiagnosed or
poorly managed conditions, and encouraging doctor/patient communication.
Similarly, self-regulation of advertising compliance should be retained as there is
no evidence that it is not working. In the event that compliance with an order
issued under the self-regulatory operation, the offence is able to be referred to
the regulator for action.
C54 What do you think about the approach for veterinarians and veterinary staff?
C55 Do you consider there are situations when it would be appropriate to authorise
someone to personally import medicines (via a permit)?
C56 Please provide any other comments from a patient, consumer, or disabled
person’s perspective on the approach for the regulation of therapeutic products
under this Bill.
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Overview:
Seqirus welcomes the opportunity to provide comments as part of the Ministry of Health’s (MoH)
consultation on the draft Therapeutic Product Bill.

Summary:
In general, Seqirus is supportive of the new Therapeutic Products Regulatory Scheme (Scheme) covered
by the draft Therapeutic Product Bill (Bill). We also take this opportunity to provide feedback on certain
aspects, which is outlined below and continues on subsequent pages.

Feedback:
Please note that feedback is provided only to MoH questions from the Therapeutic Products Regulatory
Scheme: Consultation document that are relevant to Seqirus. Our responses are aligned with the MoH’s
consultation question numbering system. The MoH consultation questions appear in bold/italic font,
followed by Seqirus’ response in normal font.
B3 Please provide any comments on the product approval controls (ss 51 and 52)
Seqirus is in principle supportive of the product approval controls included in the Bill, and that only
approved or approved-exempt products can be imported into or supplied in New Zealand (NZ).
However, an aspect that requires careful consideration is prompt supply of products to patients
following approval by the Regulator. Section 79 allows the Regulator to grant authorisations to import
or supply unapproved products in specific circumstances. Seqirus requests provision in the Bill for
importation of unapproved products that are the subject of an approval application to the Regulator, for
which an additional approval should not be required. Seqirus’ experience is that the lead times from
manufacture of product at an overseas site to supply in NZ are usually five to six months. Thus, a
significant time gap is expected between approval of product and availability in NZ.
Under the current Medicines Act 1981 (1981 Act), unapproved medicines can be imported and held
under quarantine until Ministerial Consent is granted. It is sometimes necessary for Seqirus to import
unapproved medicines that are subject of a Consent application and to hold them under quarantine to
enable efficient release and supply to patients following granting of Ministerial Consent. It would be
detrimental to patients and public health if this could not be undertaken under the new legislation (for
example Influenza Vaccines are imported before Regulator’s approval to enable the public immunisation
to start on the planned date).
Seqirus therefore considers that it is important to have provision in the Bill that allows for unapproved
products that are the subject of an approval application to the Regulator to be imported into NZ before
approval, and held under quarantine until product approval, to enable prompt release and supply of
products to NZ patients.
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B4 Please provide any comments on the controlled activities and supply chain activity controls (ss 53–
55)
Seqirus in principle is in agreement with the Bill identifying certain activities as “controlled activities” for
which authorisation will be required by a licence, permit or another provision under the Act.
Seqirus (NZ) Ltd imports medicines that are manufactured overseas into NZ, either by Seqirus’ parent
company, or by in-licensed partners. Seqirus (NZ) Ltd reviews and approves documentation for all
shipments before QA release. Seqirus also works with a third party, under contractual arrangement, for
re-packing or over-labeling of medicines in NZ. It appears from the Bill that Seqirus and its third partydistributor will each require a manufacturing licence and that the third party will also require a
wholesale licence. We would encourage the MoH to simplify arrangements about the type of licences
required to enable import and supply of approved products in NZ, and to further clarify how this would
operate in the updated Bill, Regulations and Rules.
Seqirus considers that the description of activities that people in the supply chain must comply with is
broad. We would encourage the MoH to ensure that the Regulations include detail about application of
requirements across the range of entities in the supply chain, including special authorities in the case of
clinical need for products that are not approved for supply in NZ.
Seqirus agrees that conduct of clinical trials should be a “controlled activity”. However, given that the
MoH is interested to promote clinical research in NZ, Seqirus would encourage the MoH to ensure that
obtaining a clinical trial authorisation (licence) is not too onerous. We would encourage a risk based
approach to authorisations (licences) and suggest that they are modelled on the Australian Therapeutic
Goods Administration’s (TGA) approach. In Australia, most clinical trials need only to be notified to the
TGA, following Ethics Approval, under the Clinical Trial Notification (CTN) scheme and evaluation of the
study mainly lies with the Ethics Committee. There are certain trials, usually higher risk, for which TGA
approval may be required under the Clinical Trial Exemption (CTX) scheme in addition to Ethics
Approval. This overall approach has been very successful in Australia and Seqirus encourages the MoH
to consider adopting a similar approach in NZ.
B12 Please provide any comments on the offences created in sections 81–94.
We ask that the Ministry of Health consider provisions for advertising of therapeutic products at
international conferences in New Zealand. For example, Seqirus has been unable to promote Australianregistered products to Australian HCPs at Australasian conferences and scientific meetings held in NZ.
There are also implications for the convenors of such meetings, who are less inclined to select New
Zealand as the host, given the restrictions posed by such legislation. We request that Ss83(1)(a) be
revised such that when an international congress is held in New Zealand, with significant numbers of
attendees from countries where a product or indication is approved, companies may promote that
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product or indication, provided that they prominently identify that it is not registered in New Zealand. A
permit system could be implemented to set specific conditions or requirements, and provide suitable
regulatory oversight.
B13 Please provide any comments on the sections covering product approval requirements (ss 94–
104).
Seqirus agrees in principle with most aspects of Sections 94 to 104. However, we have specific feedback
on certain aspects.
Section 96 covers standards, including packaging and labelling, and product information and consumer
information. The section implies that, unlike under the 1981 Act, provision of consumer information will
become a legislative requirement. Seqirus supports availability of information on use of medicines for
consumers. However, in some cases it is preferable for consumer information to be made available
electronically rather than as pack inserts. Requiring physical pack inserts would increase the regulatory
and administrative burden for companies and could lead to increased prices of medicines. Clarification
of expectations around consumer information would be helpful in the updated Bill, Regulations and
Rules.
Sponsor criteria outlined in Section 97 of the Bill, on the whole, are acceptable to Seqirus. The criterion
that needs addressing further is the requirement of having a contractual relationship with the
manufacturer when the sponsor is not the responsible manufacturer. Most of Seqirus products that are
supplied in NZ are inlicensed from other international companies and contractual arrangements with
those companies cover supply for Australia and NZ, in combination or individually. Those agreements
are with the overseas legal entity responsible for each product who may or may not be the
manufacturer. Thus it would not be possible or feasible for the NZ sponsor to have a contractual
relationship with all manufacturing sites. Seqirus suggests that this criterion is amended to require the
sponsor to have a contractual arrangement with the overseas legal entity that is responsible for the
product, rather than the manufacturer/s.
In Section 98, the provisions around the address of the place of manufacture are not clear. This text
should be clarified to avoid unnecessary requirements, given that many different sites can be directly
and indirectly involved in product manufacture.
Please also refer to Seqirus' response under question B16 for feedback on Sponsor obligations.
Seqirus is supportive of MoH’s approach for major changes to approved products not to increase the
regulatory burden or timelines for sponsors. However, further clarity and information on defining major
changes, regulatory burden, timelines and costs is essential.
Further, it is stated that a major change would result in a new product approval and a new product
number. At MoH information sessions it has been clarified that there will be no requirement for the
new product number to be included on packaging components, which Seqirus supports. Despite this,
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companies have internal systems that use the product number for tracking and administrative purposes.
If the product number were to change as a result of major changes, this would create a burden of
continually updating those systems. Further, should the Regulator expect sponsors to review the
details of new approvals for inclusion on the Regulator’s database, that would also increase the
sponsor’s burden. Detailed flow-on aspects of creating new product approvals and new product
numbers for major changes should be taken into consideration to avoid increasing the regulatory or
administrative burden for sponsors or manufacturers. A possible solution is to allow sponsors to
nominate to replace the approval of the current product with the changed product so that the existing
TT50 number, approval, and entry in the Regulator’s register can be maintained, and thereby replaced
by the changed product. This approach is used by the TGA via their legislative instrument, the
Therapeutic Good (Groups) Order.
Another area where change of product numbers has implications is for PHARMAC funding applications,
which are identified by their TT50 number. As a result of a new product number being issued for each
major change, companies would need to update their funding applications each time the number
changed for any of their products. This would add an additional level of administrative burden to both
companies and to PHARMAC. This practicality requires further consideration.
Overall, Seqirus considers that the approach of major changes resulting in new product approvals and
new product numbers needs to be revisited because the flow-on implications are likely to be significant.
Further, clarity and information is also essential for minor changes in terms of regulatory burden,
timelines and costs.
Section 102 covers change of sponsor, where the Regulator must approve the change. Seqirus disagrees
with the provision for the required approval by the Regulator. Change of sponsor is typically a
commercial decision and needs only to be notified to the Regulator as an administrative update. This
would be consistent with the approach taken by the TGA. We encourage the MoH to revise Section 102
of the Bill.
Section 104 states that product approval lapses on the death of a sponsor, if a sponsor ceases to exist,
following bankruptcy or insolvency of the sponsor. Seqirus would encourage that this part of the Bill is
amended to allow transfer of product approvals to another sponsor within a fixed period of time, for
example two years, from the date of any such event. There may be situations where one of the events
has occurred to the sponsor in NZ but the local or overseas manufacturer is financially viable and is able
to continue manufacture of products, which meet the required standards for quality, safety and
efficacy. Should product approvals lapse following earlier events, it may lead to out-of-stock situations
of critical medicines and interrupt availability of important medicines to patients. In particular, the
consequences would be grave if affected medicines were for severe diseases where alternatives were
not available. Undertaking a new approval process of affected medicines would be highly onerous,
costly and time consuming for the new sponsor, especially if a portfolio of medicines was involved.
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B14 Please provide any comments on the sections covering conditions on approvals and cancellation
of approvals (ss 105–113).
Seqirus in principle is supportive of provisions in the Bill regarding the conditions of approval and
cancellation of approval. Following is feedback to specific aspects.
It is stated in the Bill that the Regulator at its own initiative may impose, vary, or remove a condition of
approval at any time by notifying the sponsor, who must be given an opportunity to comment before
approval conditions are applied or varied. Seqirus considers this approach to be consistent with
Regulators from other jurisdictions. Seqirus would encourage that further information and a transparent
process should be outlined in subordinate instruments, which should also be made available for
consultation.
Seqirus is supportive of provisions for cancellation of approvals described in Sections 108 to 112 of the
Bill and would encourage the MoH to develop and consult on a transparent process for such events in
subordinate instruments.
Seqirus is generally supportive of a Therapeutic Goods Register which will be made publicly available.
However, there is certain information that the MoH intends to publicise, which is of concern. Seqirus
does not agree with the proposed provision that enables the Regulator to publicise products that the
Regulator has refused to approve and products for which the approval has ceased to be in force. Seqirus
considers that the sponsor should be able to decide whether non-approval recommendations from the
Regulator are made public. This is particularly important when the Regulator and the sponsor disagree
on the Regulator’s reason for rejecting/not approving an application. Similarly, Seqirus does not agree
with publicising products for which approval ceases to be in force, as this should also be a decision for
the sponsor. Additionally, sponsors should have the opportunity to voluntarily withdraw applications
(consistent with other jurisdictions), without having this information included or made public on the
Therapeutic Products Register.
Publicising information in relation to application rejections, product approvals that are no longer in
force, or withdrawal of applications takes away the company’s ability to control the flow of market
sensitive information to the investment community, which may lead to significant adverse commercial
consequences for the sponsor/company. Therefore decisions about publicising such information should
lie with the sponsor/company and not the Regulator. We recommend that Section 113 is amended to
exclude subsections (2)(b) and (2)(d).
Seqirus would encourage the MoH to amend the Bill and remove provisions for publicising the named
pieces of information, and to add provisions which require the Regulator to communicate with the
sponsor and reach prior agreement on information that will be made public in the interests of
transparency.
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B16
Please provide any comments on the sections covering sponsor obligations (ss 116–119)
Seqirus considers the sponsor obligations specified in the Bill to be extremely broad. We agree that the
sponsor should be responsible for manufacture of the product and all activities with product registration
and up until product is supplied to third parties. However, after the product has left the sponsor’s
control, other entities in the supply chain must hold some responsibility, for example, for correct
storage and handling of the medicine. The sponsor should retain responsibility for post-marketing safety
activities and investigation of Quality issues, but should not be held accountable for all activities after
the product has left their control. Therefore, we suggest that the Bill is amended to clearly indicate
where the sponsor’s responsibility ends.
Furthermore, Seqirus Australia currently acts on behalf of Seqirus New Zealand and submits applications
to Medsafe and liaises directly with Medsafe in regards to those applications. We expect that this
arrangement can continue under the new Scheme and that the sponsor can delegate such activities to
an office outside of NZ.
B21 Please provide any comments on the sections applying to licences and permits (e.g., those relating
to duration, conditions, variations, suspensions and cancellations) (ss 136–149)
Seqirus is supportive of provisions in Sections 136 to 149 of the Bill applying to licences and permits,
namely those relating to conditions, variations, suspensions and cancellations. However, Seqirus
considers that clinical trial licences that are for trials of very long duration need to be valid to the end of
the clinical trial, which would be consistent with the Ethics Approval. In our experience, most clinical
trials are completed within three years and a few are active for a longer duration. It would be onerous
on applicants to have to apply for a second licence for a clinical trial that runs beyond three years.
B22 Please provide any comments on the sections covering the transfer of licences and permits (ss 150
and 151)
Seqirus considers that Sections 150 and 151 of the Bill do not contemplate standard corporate activity
which may require licences and permits to be transferred promptly from the licensee or permit holder
to another person, such as in the event of corporate mergers and acquisitions, or the voluntary winding
up of a legal entity due to corporate restructure. Corporate restructure needs to be included under
Section 151. This is especially important because certain licences or permits are linked to inspections or
audits (e.g. manufacturing licences), which are significant undertakings for the licence or permit holder
and often the overall work can take several months prior and post the inspection or audit. If it is not
possible to amend these sections of the Bill to include corporate restructure as an automatic
circumstance for the transfer of licences and permits, subordinate legislation should be amended in
other sections to avoid business continuity issues (for example to ensure that inspections or audits
remain valid to original expiry date while an application is made to change the licensee or permitholder).
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Seqirus considers that in the event of corporate restructure, including mergers and acquisitions, the
transfer of licences or permits to another person/party needs to be a seamless process to ensure
continuous supply of medicines in NZ and to avoid potential out of stock situations.
B24 Please provide any comments on the regulator’s powers and functions in relation to safety
monitoring, public safety announcements and regulatory orders (ss 160–182)
Seqirus is supportive of Regulator’s powers and functions in relation to safety monitoring, public safety
announcements and issue of regulatory orders, provided that in all instances, the Regulator
communicates with the affected party to resolve the issue, before any regulatory action is taken.
B25 Please provide any comments on the regulator’s investigative powers (ss 183–196).
Seqirus is in general agreement with provisions in the Bill regarding Regulator’s investigative powers.
We would suggest that the power to enter and inspect premises without a warrant is used as a last
resort. We would expect that under normal circumstances, the Regulator would notify sponsors,
manufacturers, wholesalers etc. of upcoming inspections.
B27 Please provide any comments on the review of regulator’s decisions (ss 200-204)
Seqirus is generally supportive of provisions in Sections 200 to 204 of the Bill. However, the proposed
timeframe of 30 working days, during which the sponsor/applicant is required to submit their
application with supporting data/justifications for review of a Regulator’s decision is not considered to
be sufficient. Seqirus’ product portfolio is manly inlicensed from overseas companies where
consultation and agreement with overseas colleagues is required for preparation of the review
application to the Regulator. Depending on the magnitude of the issue being appealed, a 30 working day
timeframe does not allow for appropriate consultation and preparation of the application detailing the
grounds for appeal. A more appropriate timeframe would be 60 days. This timeframe is aligned with
other Regulators, including the Australian TGA.
B28 Please provide any comments on the administrative matters relating to the regulator (ss 205–
222)
Seqirus wishes to provide feedback on the following aspects in Sections 205 to 222 of the Bill. Overall
Seqirus considers that the provisions granted to the Regulator for information sharing to be too broad.
Section 207 in the Bill has provisions for the Regulator to rely on recognised authorities for the purpose
of decision making; however, those authorities are not specified. It is presumed that recognised
authorities are overseas regulatory authorities who regulate to a high international standard. Seqirus
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would encourage the MoH to include the term “recognised authorities” with an interpretation, in
Section 14 – Interpretation, of the Bill and specify recognised authorities in the Regulations or Rules.
Applications that are submitted to the Regulator with evaluation reports from other recognised
regulatory authorities should result in abbreviated evaluation times and fees. The scope of the
application types should include not only new chemical and biological entities, but also new indications,
line extensions, and other major changes. In general, evaluation timeframes should be more
transparent, with specified milestones including maximum time, to ensure predictability, and enable
patients to track availability of therapeutic products. The Bill should include appropriate measures of
accountability to ensure timeliness.
Section 209 includes provisions that the Regulator may share information under many circumstances
with a regulatory entity, an overseas regulator, or an overseas organisation. It also stated that the
Regulator or regulatory entity may give the information subject to any conditions it considers
appropriate except under sub-clause (4), where the Regulator must not give information to an overseas
regulator or overseas organisation unless satisfied that appropriate protections will be in place to
maintain confidential or personal information. Regulatory entities are not covered under this subclause. Seqirus considers that provisions for information sharing between the Regulator and NZ
regulatory entities, which include the NZ Police, Serious Fraud Squad, Inland Revenue Department, are
very broad. Therefore, Seqirus considers that it is imperative that provisions in sub-clause (4) for
protection of confidential information, at minimum, are also applied to information sharing between
the Regulator and regulatory entities.
Furthermore, any information sharing by the Regulator with a regulatory entity, an overseas regulator,
or an overseas organisation that pertains to a sponsor’s product needs to be notified to the sponsor
within a statutory timeframe. Similarly, any requests that are made under the Official Information Act
1982 (OI Act) for information on a sponsor’s product, needs to be also notified to the sponsor within a
statutory timeframe, and the sponsor must be granted an opportunity to redact any elements it
considers to contain confidential information prior to release under the OI Act. We encourage that these
provisions are included in the Bill.
B32 Please provide any comments on the sections covering administrative matters; such as cost
recovery, requirements for the development of regulatory instruments, review of the Act, and
relationships with other Acts) (ss 256–274)
Seqirus is supportive of cost recovery by the Regulator. However when setting the policy for cost
recovery and services, the context and the complexity or simplicity of the service need to be considered,
along with the small size of NZ’s market. Proposed fees should be calibrated accordingly. Seqirus would
welcome an opportunity to provide feedback on proposals for Regulator’s fees.
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B35 Please provide any comments on the list of decisions that would be reviewable and who can apply
(Schedule 2)
Seqirus would suggest that sharing of confidential information with regulatory entities should be added
as a reviewable decision to Schedule 2 of the Bill and that the sponsor could apply. Please refer to our
response to question B28 for background information.
C1 Please provide any comments on the approach to regulating changes to approved products (ss 100
and 101)
Please refer to Seqirus response to question B13, which is also applicable to question C1.
C3 Please provide any comments on the transition arrangements for existing medicine product
approvals.
Overall, Seqirus considers the transitional arrangements to be manageable and following is specific
feedback to certain aspects.
When implementation is planned in greater detail, Seqirus would encourage the Regulator to consult on
transitional arrangements with the pharmaceutical Industry (industry), and allow adequate time for
transition to occur, particularly when it comes to transitioning existing Consents to approvals under the
new Therapeutic Product Act (TP Act). Many companies, like Seqirus will have a significant portfolio of
Consents/products that will transition into the new Scheme.
It is stated in the Bill that pending applications for Consent will generally continue to be dealt with under
the 1981 Act, but subject to new rules. Seqirus agrees that pending applications should be dealt under
the 1981 Act; however, not also to standards and arrangements of the new Scheme. It seems
unreasonable to apply two schemes to the review of an application.
Seqirus expects that the transition process of existing Consents to approvals will require sponsors to
review and check approval details for each product, which is likely to be a time consuming activity and
additional to the regular workload. If sponsor review requirements are extensive, additional Seqirus
resources may be needed. Thus open and transparent consultation with the industry is encouraged from
the outset to completion of transition, as well as allowing adequate timeframes for completion of
activities.
Furthermore, Seqirus would encourage the MoH to ensure that transition of existing Consents to
approvals under the new TP Act does not result in a flow-on requirement for changes to packaging
materials. As discussed under question B13, changes in packaging materials result in a significant
regulatory and cost burden for sponsors and manufacturers.
The requirement for a sponsor who is not a manufacturer in NZ to submit a statutory declaration on
commencement of the TP Act that it has a contractual relationship with the responsible manufacturer
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could be difficult for some products. As explained in our response to B13 it is not often possible for the
sponsor to have a contractual agreement with the responsible manufacturer and we suggest that the
agreement could be in place with the overseas legal entity that is responsible for the product, who may
or may not be the manufacturer.
The Bill includes provisions for fees to be charged for transitional approvals and/or licences, but it is not
absolutely clear in which cases this will apply. Seqirus would encourage the MoH to remove any
provisions for fee collection for transitional activities, given that all activities will be initiated by the MoH
and not by industry or stakeholders. Industry will bear an indirect cost for implementation of the new
Scheme from the outset, commencing with review and provision of feedback to the Therapeutic
Products Bill. Thus, Seqirus would encourage the MoH to minimise collection of fees from the industry
for any transitional activities required to implement the new Scheme in NZ.
C17
Please provide any comments on the transitional arrangements for clinical trials.
Seqirus agrees that during the transition from the current 1981 Act to the new Scheme for clinical trials,
temporary licenses should be issued for ongoing trials. However, rather than those temporary licenses
having a set timeframe, Seqirus would encourage the MoH to permit those temporary licenses to be in
force until completion of the clinical trial. Otherwise, it will be highly burdensome if new clinical trial
applications need to be prepared and submitted during the relatively short valid timeframe of
temporary licenses. Seqirus considers that the approach to transition clinical trials that are underway
during implementation of the new Scheme needs to be revisited.
C52 Please provide any comments on the advertising requirements and enforcement tools.
Seqirus supports the advertising requirements in the proposed legislation, but our view is that the
Regulator will rarely need to use Advertising Remediation Orders for prescription medicines Direct to
Consumer Advertising (DTCA). Experience has shown that the existing government regulation, coregulation and self-regulation environment are sufficient to ensure the content and quality of
prescription medicines advertising as well as remediation. The range of enforcement options and higher
penalties for breaches now proposed may be unnecessary in a robust and fair system.
DTCA initiated by the prescription medicines industry is currently well regulated by the NZ government,
plus the system of independent co-regulation via the Therapeutic Advertising Pre-vetting System (TAPS)
with input from Medsafe. The Medicines New Zealand Code of Practice and the Advertising Standards
Authority (ASA) govern self-regulation for the prescription medicine industry. As an advertiser in this
environment, we comply fully with the standards and requirements around DTCA, and believe other
pharmaceutical companies are adhering to the same rules and regulations.
The current independent review process, via TAPS, ensures that promotional claims for prescription
medicines are accurate and substantiated by quality references, and that all information is consistent
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with the Data Sheet and Consumer Medicine Information (as approved by Medsafe), to ensure
protection of consumer and community health. In addition TAPS has regular contacts and discussions
with Medsafe to ensure that advertising is compliant with the relevant legislation. TAPS also undertake
training workshops with pharmaceutical advertisers to ensure all are adhering to the same standards,
are aware of any changes to the rules, and can attain Delegated Authority accreditation.
New Zealand also has strong and effective legal requirements and voluntary codes that control the
marketing and advertising of prescription medicines. The 1981 Act and the proposed legislation in this
Bill establish the basic legal guidelines for DTCA of therapeutic substances, devices and methods of
treatment. Also, the Medicines Regulations 1984 lay down more detailed requirements (e.g. statements
about authorised uses, appropriate precautions and contraindications). The Commerce Act 1986
establishes the legal framework for fair competition, and the environment within which prescription
medicine advertisers have to do business. The Fair Trading Act 1986 legislates against unfair and
misleading advertising. The Misuse of Drugs Act 1975, the Consumer Guarantees Act 1994, and the
Privacy Act 1993 also have bearing on how pharmaceutical companies market and sell prescription
medicines.
While therapeutic products, due to their nature, do require a reasonable level of government
regulation, independent co-regulation also brings public policy or "good government" advantages. This
is true both in adopting and in enforcing standards and protecting public and community safety around
promotion. Additionally, the Medicines NZ Code of Practice sets the standard for the marketing and
promotion of prescription medicines as well as any other activities that are considered promotional. It
also defines and ensures high standards of conduct that match those required by law. Members of
Medicines NZ must abide by both the letter and spirit of the Code. Breaches of the Code around DTCA
are determined by an independent Standing Committee which can impose sanctions ranging from the
suspension of the advertisement or marketing practice to a fine of $80,000. The ASA and Health
Advertising Code also requires advertisers to comply with the Medicines NZ Code of Practice and
therefore captures any pharmaceutical companies which are not members of Medicines NZ.
Evidence that these regulations are effective in relation to DTCA can be demonstrated by the extremely
low number of complaints made to ASA regarding advertising of prescription medicines (which can
include consumer safety, lack of clarity and false or misleading statements). Over the past 7 years, only
19 of 5446 complaints received related to prescription medicines and only two complaints were upheld
as bona fide issues requiring remediation. In conclusion, while we support continued government
regulation and enforcement around DTCA on prescription medicines, we note that this should not be in
lieu of the continued mechanisms already established, independent of the Regulator, to maintain the
quality and content of all prescription medicine DTCA promotion.
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C53 Do you have a view on whether direct-to -consumer advertising of prescription medicines should
continue to be permitted? What are the reasons for your view?
Seqirus strongly support the continued regulation of DTCA of prescription medicines. Regulated DTCA of
prescription medicines promotes health awareness, encourages patients to take a proactive role in the
management of their own health, and does not create any personal or community health issues.
In comparison to the vast quantity of un-regulated health information available on the internet, DTCA of
prescription medicines comprises only a small percentage of advertising to patients. The focus of any
regulation should be to ban un-regulated internet sites or activities that represent a clear risk. As the
distributors of a range of vaccines in New Zealand, we believe more attention should be given to
reducing the potential for harm to public health caused by the misinformation spread by Anti-Vax lobby
groups.
In the interests of public safety the questions that regulators must answer include the following: Are
these therapeutic claims genuine? Is the therapy safe and effective?; Is the advertising socially
responsible? Are there systems in place to ask these questions and control advertising accordingly?
Clearly DTCA of prescription medicines already falls under the domain of a range of regulatory
instruments and mechanisms to protect public safety. The proposed legislation and Regulator therefore
needs to contend with this concerning public safety on both the matters of the internet and “Dr Google”.
In comparison to the unregulated internet, in the case of prescription medicines regulatory approval is
and will continue to be required from the Regulator before any product can be marketed in this country.
This approval is given because of scientifically proven therapeutic value (efficacy), rigorously tested safety
standards (safety) and audited, consistent high quality of manufacture (quality). Thus, the Regulator aids
in protection of the public safety in the case of prescription medicines including the small subset that
have DTCA activities associated with them.
Aside from the current Medsafe evaluation and approval processes, the public’s and community’s safety
is also ultimately protected by the fact that prescription medicines cannot be directly obtained by the
consumer within this country without first obtaining a prescription from a registered medical practitioner
(GP, specialist) or other approved prescriber. Thus, another form of mechanism is in place as regards to
providing public safety around DTC-advertised prescription medicines.
Prescription and over-the-counter medicines are currently regulated by Medsafe, and in the future by
the new Regulator, based on robust clinical trial evidence. However, Seqirus believes a similar regulatory
regime including DTCA standards and regulations should be in place for health supplements.
There is a lack of evidence of clear public health safety risk or other issues as justification to limit or ban
DTCA of prescription medicines. Any justification to limit or remove DTCA as a form of communication
must be rationally connected to a public health objective and the limitation must be proportional to that
objective. To outlaw DTCA would therefore require a case to be made that its removal is necessary to
achieve a public health safety objective i.e. that there is clear evidence of harm arising from DTCA. Seqirus
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would suggest the opposite is more often true, and removing DTCA could actually reduce public health
outcomes. For example, the Gardasil 9 vaccine is now funded by PHARMAC for boys as well as girls, and
a promotional campaign to encourage boys to get the vaccine is improving health outcomes for those
boys who might otherwise not be aware of the vaccine that they are entitled to.
Studies show benefits of DTCA in NZ from prescription medicines (e.g. awareness of HPV virus and, how
you can best be protected against it). Patients can also be encouraged to take proactive action such as
getting an annual flu shot, to improve their health and the health of others. Studies show that DTCA helps
make patients aware of new medicines and give them enough information to decide whether to discuss
a medicine with their doctor. General Practitioners agree the advertisements help make patients aware
of new medicines and creates an opportunity to talk to patients about various treatment options. This
can be very relevant to patients when new funded medicines become available, for example the Gardasil
and Gardasil 9 vaccines.
In conclusion, Seqirus believes that the continuation of DTCA for prescription medicines is justified. Any
decision made to stop DTCA must be shown to achieve a significant public health objective. We believe
the opposite to be true, that DTCA, particularly for vaccines, encourages uptake and improves health
outcomes for the people of NZ.
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Therapeutic Products Consultation: Submitter Profile
If you elect not to use the online tool to complete your submission, please ensure you complete
the following submitter profile form and send in via email with your submission.

☐ Individual

⊠ Organisation

Name (of individual or organisation): New Zealand Association of Optometrists
Email address:

Profile (tick all that apply)
Perspective
⊠ Consumer

☐ Disabled person

☐ Māori

☐ Pacific peoples

⊠ Other Optometry Profession

Industry

☐ Industry body
☐ Advertising
☐ Retailer (non-pharmacy)
Importer
☐ Medical devices
☐ Medicines
☐ Cells and tissues
☐ Active ingredients
☐ Veterinary medicines

Manufacturer
☐ Medical devices
☐ Medicines
☐ Cells and tissues
☐ Active ingredients
☐ Veterinary medicines

Wholesaler
☐ Medical devices
☐ Medicines

Health sector

⊠ Professional body (eg, Colleges, Pharmaceutical Society etc)
☐ Health service provider (eg, Ambulance, Māori or Pacific health provider etc)
☐ Private hospital
☐ Pharmacy organisation
☐ District Health Board (DHB) - please state which service area: Click here to enter text.
Health practitioner
☐ Pharmacist
☐ Nurse
☐ Midwife
☐ Dentist

☐ Surgeon
⊠ Optometrist
☐ Dietician
☐ Medical practitioner (excluding Surgeons)

☐ Other health practitioner (please comment) Click here to enter text.

Optometrist Authorised Prescribing (now more than 80% of APC holders)

⊠ Medicines (other than cell and tissue)
⊠ Medical devices
⊠ Cells and tissues

Therapeutic Products Regime – Overview of Main Areas That Are of Concern to the NZAO
The draft Therapeutic Products Bill outcomes in clinical practice are NOT entirely consistent with the overarching
principle that optometrist authorised prescribers are equal under the law (Medicines Amendment Act 2013)
within their scope of practice to medical practitioner authorised prescribers. There are a number of areas in
which the draft Bill appear to threaten the ability of the optometry profession to properly carry out its role in
appropriately providing specialist Tier 1 eye health services in the community as registered health practitioners
and authorised prescribers and also prevent the profession from developing extended roles within DHBs, most
immediately, and in the community setting, which is already on the horizon. The Association considers that the
unique role that optometry plays in terms of Tier 1 eye health services means that it needs to be able to access
eye health medicines on the same basis as a general medical practitioner; most of whom have insufficient
exposure, knowledge, or equipment to provide eye health services as safely as can an optometrist.
NZAO has the following major concerns about reduced public health outcomes in clinical practice because of
this regulatory inconsistency for optometrist authorised prescribers compared with medical practitioner
authorised prescribers:
1. Lack of access to treatment for optometrists' patients when an approved medicine is temporarily
unavailable and the only available substitute treatment is a non‐approved medicine. In the past this
'temporary' situation has lasted up to 18 months. In this case the approved medicine was aciclovir and
PHARMAC substituted ganciclovir (an unapproved product) onto the schedule. For the entire period of
substitution optometrists were unable to prescribe a safe and appropriate medicine for their patients
thus denying consumers access to timely and cost effective treatment. In this type of situation it would
be useful for there to be a mechanism within the new therapeutic products regime to authorise medical
practitioners and optometrists to issue a SCNSA for an unapproved product.
In support of optometrists being added to the instrument intended to limit SCNSA applications to medical
practitioners only we again note that optometrist training and knowledge in respect of eye disease is
greater than that of general practitioners who, under the current proposal, would be able to make the
application. To restrict access to all community eye patients needing an unapproved product by requiring
them to consult a medical specialist (ophthalmologist in this case) when an optometrist working within
their scope of practice has the competence to make application would impose an unnecessary barrier for
the consumer.

2. Lack of access for optometrists' patients to unapproved combination medicines where the combined
ingredients are approved medicines but the sponsor finds the NZ market to be too insignificant to bother
going through the process of approval for the combination product. It would be useful for the new Act to
provide for a mechanism could be used to enable optometrists to access an unapproved combination of
2 approved products to and administer or supply to a patient. Alternatively, it would be useful to enable
optometrists to combine 2 approved products to and administer or supply to a patient.
An example of this creating additional costs to the patient and also making the experience of some
procedures less acceptable is the strange story of Flurox. Flurox (Fluorescein Sodium and Benoxinate
Hydrochloride Ophthalmic Solution) is a disclosing agent with rapid anaesthetic action and short
duration. It was widely used by optometrists for procedures requiring a disclosing agent in combination
with a topical ophthalmic anaesthetic agent; procedures such as tonometry, gonioscopy, removal of
corneal foreign bodies and in assessing contact lens fit. It was widely used until 2013 when the status of
the product as an unapproved medicine became known.
Flurox was at the time a commercially available product in the US and had long‐standing FDA approval for
use in the eye. The product was imported to New Zealand by a local wholesaler and was used for
approximately 14 years in this country with no incidents or adverse effects. The product is the same as a
product previously registered in New Zealand with the trade name of Fluress (AMO Australia Pty Limited
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(NZ), consented 29/04/1999). The approval for Fluress lapsed on 31/8/2002 and was no longer marketed
here in New Zealand. It seems that since that time Flurox was been the only alternative product available
here, albeit without it having approval, and optometrists and ophthalmologists were unaware that the
appropriate approvals were not in place; as indeed they had been for Fluress. While ophthalmologists
were able to continue importing and using Flurox under section 29 provisions optometrists were not.
Optometrists had no option but to switch from the single product Flurox to separately administer Alcaine
and Fluorescein. This was a less acceptable experience for the eye health consumer and it was also
considerably more expensive. Alcaine's active ingredient proxymetacaine has an exemption for use in
practice by registered optometrists so there should have been no problems.
Unfortunately, shortly after these events, a production issue with Alcaine caused a supply shortage and
again the limitation in section 29 of the Medicines Act prevented optometrists having access to other
suitable products for use with their patients while ophthalmologist patients did have access.
In 2015 the Association spoke with Hannah Cameron at Medsafe who at that time we understood to be
leading the policy work on a new regulatory framework for medicines (including further review of
medicines act) and we discussed the general issues arising from the combination of sections 25 and 29
limiting patient access to ophthalmic medicines when situations arise such as with aciclovir, alcaine, and
flurox. Each situation has had a different cause but the problem is always the same GPs and
ophthalmologists continue unhindered with alternative prescription choices for their patients but people
under the care of optometrists are disadvantaged. We felt that she understood the problem and she
assured us that the policy work would specifically look at impact on optometrists.
We have no way of knowing if this occurred but we are urging the policy team working on finalising the
draft Bill to consider the possibility of limiting access to unapproved medicines and off‐label medicines
to medical practitioners and optometrists – with the normal bounds relating to scope of practice.

3. A suggestion was made by Ministry of Health policy team at the Feb 11 session on the draft Bill held in
Wellington intimating that optometrists may not be able to initiate SCNSAs for use of approved medicines
off‐label. The NZAO strongly opposes the restriction of 'off‐label' access to medical practitioners only.
There are a number of medicines approved for specific uses which have later proved to be effective in
treating other conditions ‐ Avastin is a current example with a near horizon for optometrist use. NZAO
strongly supports the wider access to use of approved medicines 'off‐label' to include optometrists in the
area of eye disease.
The 2017 gazetted scope of practice for optometry includes the following:
An optometrist registered in the optometrist scope of practice provides evidence‐based comprehensive
eye health and vision care in a professional and ethical manner, in accordance with the HPCA Act.
The “practice of optometry” includes:
* prescribing any ophthalmic appliance, optical appliance, or ophthalmic medical device intended for
remedial or cosmetic purposes or for the correction of a defect of sight;
* assessing, diagnosing, treating and managing conditions affecting the eye and its appendages;
* prescribing medicines whose sale and supply is restricted by law to prescription by authorised
prescribers;
* reporting or giving advice in an ophthalmic capacity, using the knowledge, skills, attitudes and
competence initially attained for the primary optometry qualification and built upon in postgraduate and
continuing clinical education, wherever there could be an issue of patient health or wellbeing;
* signing any certificate required for statutory purposes, such as driver licensing eyesight certificates;
and
* holding out to the public or representing in any manner that one is authorised to practise optometry in
New Zealand.
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The current demand for Avastin injections for blindness prevention among people with treatable AMD
has far outstripped the capacity of eye departments to supply these treatments. The response of
training/ importing more ophthalmologists simply for the purpose of providing Avastin injections is
simply excessive. Our ophthalmologist resource is better directed to advanced procedures that require
the 18 years of training that is necessary in order to become an ophthalmologist. It will be relatively
quick and easy to recruit optometrists to work in DHBs to assist and support ophthalmology in a wide
range of eye health service delivery and provide any training needed to ensure the safe delivery of the
services by optometrists. Arguably, after completing 5 years of training and clinical education in
diagnosis, treatment and management of eye disease necessary, becoming an authorised prescriber
under the medicines act and as a registered optometrist with an independent scope of practice, an
optometrist is more work ready for delivering procedures such as Avastin injections than would be a
registered nurse. Certainly the current optometry training provides more than adequate knowledge of
eye structures and use of ophthalmic equipment in terms of readiness to extend practice to injecting into
the eye with appropriate guidance from ophthalmology.
This conclusion has already been reached in Britain where several NHS eye services offer optometry led
clinics which include other procedures such as Yag Laser Capsulotomy. One example is outlined in the
email copied here to illustrate the level of training required in the case of capsulotomy:

From: HUNTER, Tim (LEEDS TEACHING HOSPITALS NHS TRUST)
Sent: Monday, 20 November 2017 9:20 p.m.
To: Dr Lesley Frederikson
Subject: RE: Message for Tim Hunter
Dear Lesley,
Thank you for your email, I can confirm that I have been providing a YAG capsulotomy and iridotomy
service here at Leeds Teaching Hospitals NHS Trust for over four years now. I am now doing two
sessions a week, with approximately nine patients a session, predominantly capsulotomies, with
iridotomies as required.
I know that there are other hospital optometrists providing either YAG capsulotomies only or both
capsulotomies and iridotomies around the UK and following a presentation I gave at the annual
Hospital Optometrist’s Conference in Glasgow a couple of years ago, I was contacted by several
optometrists working in hospital departments asking for advice on setting up a service, so I suspect
the numbers have risen.
My training was under the supervision of a consultant Ophthalmologist, our then lead clinician and
was very much in the see one, do several, teach one tradition. I was signed off at the end of a period
of a few months of a supervised session once a week, to practice without supervision. I also
confirmed that I was covered by the Association of Optometrists indemnity insurance to provide this
service.
Regards,
Tim
Tim Hunter BSc(Hons) BA(Hons) MSc MCOptom DipRVI DipTP (IP) Prof Cert Paed Eye Care
Consultant Optometrist
Head of Optometry Services
The Leeds Teaching Hospitals NHS Trust
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Again, in support of optometrists being added to the instrument intended to limit SCNSA applications to
medical practitioners only, we point to the optometrist training and knowledge in respect of eye disease
which leads to the view that they are providing a specialist service in community eye health and would
more appropriately be authorised to make initial application for any SCNSA for eye health treatments
(medicines or devices) than most general practitioners who, under the current proposal, would be able to
make the application. To restrict access to all community eye patients needing an unapproved product
by requiring them to consult a medical specialist (ophthalmologist in this case) when an optometrist
working within their scope of practice has the competence to make application would impose
unnecessary barriers for the consumer resulting in preventable treatment delays and additional costs.

4. Atropine 1% is an approved medicine which can be prescribed by optometrist authorised prescribers to
prevent the progression of myopia, however at 1% concentration there are considerable side effects such
as pupillary dilation and cycloplegia. There is a body of evidence from clinical trials that “low dose
atropine” (e.g. 0.5%, 0.1%, 0.01%) is an important tool in myopia control1. For optometry it is becoming
best practice to inform patients (and/or patients' parents) of the availability of this treatment2, and
prescribe as necessary. However, to achieve best control of myopia progression, it may be necessary to
modify the atropine dose concentration over time, in order to manage the side effects and taper the
dose to prevent potential rebound effects which are concentration‐dependent1,2. While the low dose
product may be supplied by a compounding pharmacy, the cost currently is around $150 for a 3‐monthly
supply. The proposed Therapeutic Products Act contains restrictions which mean optometrists will be
unable to import and prescribe a commercial formulation of low dose atropine (although one is available
overseas) they will be unable to dilute the currently available atropine 1% down to doses as low as 0.01%
and they will be unable to prescribe the compounded product. Many children for whom this treatment is
effective will be unable to access the treatment, unless optometrists are able to prescribe compounded
atropine at low doses – either by being able to prescribe atropine off‐label or by being able to prescribe
unapproved low‐dose compounded atropine.
Another example of the current prescribing of compounded medicines by optometrist authorised
prescribers is the use of cyclosporine 0.05% for the treatment of Dry Eye Syndrome3 as recommended by
the Tear Film and Ocular Surface Society International Dry Eye Workshop II (TFOS DEWS II) report4 . This
provides considerable relief to people suffering from the effects of Dry Eye and under the new regime it
seems that optometrists will not be able to prescribe cyclosporine 0.05% for their patients.
If optometrists were able to make application for patient SCNSAs as are medical practitioners, then
access to these currently unapproved medicines could be expedited and delays/barriers in access for
patients avoided while potential sponsors make application for NZ approval.
Tangential to the issue of low dose atropine for myopia control we highlight the impact on the public of
proposed limits on advertising for unapproved products. While atropine 1% is currently approved for
supply in New Zealand, does the approval include use for myopia control, or would this be an off‐label
use even if titrated down to 0.01%? Given the impact of myopia in areas of life and development such as
education, sports performance, and social interactions, many families would prefer to control the
condition rather than allow it to progress. There is no current method to reduce myopia (and the
associated comorbidities over a lifetime), only slow the rate and extent to which it progresses. The risks
of high myopia include development of other eye conditions including higher risk of potentially sight‐
threatening maculopathy and retinal detachment2. This means optometrists may have a duty of care to
let the public know about the availability of myopia control with low dose atropine.
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5. The NZAO is very concerned about the thinking behind the example in the consultations document at
par 393 (see quote below that plano contact lenses are not intended for a therapeutic purpose
“393. A number of products that have similar features and risks to a medical device would not be
captured under this scheme as they are not intended for a therapeutic purpose. Examples include planar
[sic] contact lenses, facial or other dermal fillers, and equipment used for cosmetic purposes that emits
high‐intensity electromagnetic radiation.”
The problem is that not all plano products are cosmetic. Many of the therapeutic products currently
used by the optometry profession may have no refractive power ie Ortho‐K lenses, scleral
shells/bandage contact lenses, minisclerals. In the near future there will be "smart" contact lenses for
drug delivery, devices for delivering therapeutic treatments such as light emitting contact lenses for
seasonal disorders etc. or lenses for higher visual functions like google glasses with a head‐up display.
These will all be bona fide therapeutic devices requiring individual specification and at the same time be
'plano'
It is noted that in other jurisdictions dermal fillers are declared to be treated as therapeutic products and
it is suggested that this gives insight into the application of regulation proportionate to risk. It is also
noted that maintaining global harmonisation and alignment with international standards are important
with respect to the draft Bill and we believe it is pertinent that in 2005, the US Senate unanimously
approved amendments to the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act to stipulate all contact lenses are
medical devices; the provisions of the Act now apply to decorative lenses as well as corrective
lenses. We also note that Spain and the United Kingdom have also restricted supply of contact
lenses on the basis of preventing harm to users.

1. We suggest that all contact lenses have a supply restriction such that they may be sold only with
a valid prescription written by an optometrist or ophthalmologist. There is no need to restrict who
sells contact lenses; and
2. Given the complexity of therapeutic devices that are already in use and those that are likely to be
entering the eye health landscape in the next decade we feel it is important that the clinical needs
exemptions of "off label" and unapproved medical devices are not restricted to Medical
Practitioners. There are strong grounds for the restriction to be to medical practitioners and
optometrists; appropriate to scope of practice.
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s 9(2)(b)(i)

We would like to see some provision in the Bill which ensures access to new medicines relevant to
scope of practice for all current professions defined as authorised prescribers in the Medicines Act. In
the case of Optometry, we want regulations that include any new medicines in scope if they are
relevant to treating eye disease which is the core function of the registered optometrist. We feel it
would be a backward step if the new regime for therapeutic products put the profession in a position
where authorisation needs to be sought for every new medicine relevant to the optometry scope
becoming available.

(6)

NZAO RESPONSE TO CONSULTATION QUESTIONS

List of consultation
questions
Chapter A
A1

Do you support the general design of the new regulatory scheme for therapeutic
1 Support
In general, the most important factor for NZAO is the promise of flexibility together
with the promise of balancing benefits against risks. However, we have some concerns
about the potential for limiting access for consumers to medicines that are available
and approved in comparable jurisdictions but are not available, or not‐funded, or are
much more expensive in New Zealand; often as a consequence of our small market
size and the impacts of PHARMAC funding choices.

Chapter B
Part 1: Preliminary provisions
B1

Please provide any comments on the purpose or principles of the Bill (ss 3 and 4).

NZAO supports the concept of protecting personal and community health provided the Act
balances these two needs and does not penalise persons with genuine need for a medicine
or medical device through putting greater weight on aspects such as diversion or overly
cautious approaches to 'likely risks' (i.e. by supplanting likely risk with possible or potential
risk. It will be necessary to keep the concepts of proportionality and availability to the
forefront and not enable extreme risk averse policies by the regulator or the health
practitioner responsible authorities.

Part 2: Interpretation
B2

Please provide any comments on the definitions or meanings set out in the draft Bill (ss
14–50).

The change of definition of 'authorised prescriber' from the current Act list of
professions/practitioners who are authorised to prescribe any medicine may give rise to
some difficulties in regard to new medicines or new delivery methods.
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It is concerning that this could result in regulatory inconsistency for nurse practitioners,
midwives and optometrists in regard to use of new medicines or new health services since it
appears to the NZAO that Responsible Authorities (Nursing Council of NZ, Midwifery Council,
Optometrists and Dispensing Opticians Board) currently have different approaches to the
regulation of scopes of practice.
It seems that within the existing legislation the Nursing Council and Midwifery Council have
reduced regulatory barriers to scope expansion (therefore the use of medicines/new health
services) for appropriately trained nurses and midwives. However, in the same context

Eighty percent of registered optometrists are already authorised to treat with prescription
medicines and within the expected life of the proposed new legislation this will rise to 100%
as all new graduates currently register as authorised prescribers. Optometrists are not
currently constrained by a list of medicines but in the view of the NZAO are constrained by
ODOB having a different approach to expanded scope of practice regulation than other RAs .
We would like to see some provision in the Bill which ensures access to new medicines
relevant to scope of practice for all current professions defined as authorised prescribers in
the Medicines Act 1981. In the case of Optometry, we want regulations that include any new
medicines in scope if they are relevant to treating eye disease which is the core function of
the registered optometrist. We feel it would be a backward step if the new regime for
therapeutic products put the profession in a position where authorisation needs to be sought
for every new medicine relevant to the optometry scope becoming available.

The meaning of Therapeutic Purpose has been described by Ministry of Health as excluding
plano contact lenses. Contact lenses which have a refractive power for correction of vision
are apparently therapeutic products. This distinction to exclude plano lenses seemingly turns
on the 'intent' of the manufacture despite the actions of the lenses when inserted onto the
cornea and subsequently interacts with the tear‐film and cells of the cornea.
An additional problem is that not all plano products are cosmetic and many are produced and
used for a therapeutic purpose. Many of the therapeutic products currently used by the
optometry profession may have no refractive power ie Ortho‐K lenses, scleral shells/bandage
contact lenses, mini‐sclerals. In the near future there will be "smart" contact lenses for drug
delivery, devices for delivering therapeutic treatments such as light emitting contact lenses
for seasonal disorders etc. or lenses for higher visual functions like google glasses with a
head‐up display. These will all be bona fide therapeutic devices requiring individual
specification and at the same time be 'plano' .
To resolve this dilemma, we suggest that all contact lenses have a supply restriction such that
they may be sold only with a valid prescription written by an optometrist or ophthalmologist.
There is no need to restrict who sells contact lenses. Failing this a clear distinction needs to
be made between decorative cosmetic lenses and bona fide therapeutic devices requiring
individual specification which must be supplied by a registered health professional. Where
devices are fitted for a therapeutic purpose it is important that the devices meet basic health
and safety requirements such as sterility in both packaging and materials.
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Part 3: Dealing with therapeutic products
B3

Please provide any comments on the product approval controls (ss 51 and 52).

No Comment

B4

Please provide any comments on the controlled activities and supply chain activity
controls (ss 53–55).

It appears that the provisions of 53.2.c would allow control of contact lens supply by
restriction to supply only on prescription of optometrist or ophthalmologist.

Section 54.b may be read as requiring prescriber authorisation for each individual medicine.
Currently those practitioners named in the Medicines Act 1981 as 'authorised prescribers' do
not generally have a list of medicines that they are authorised to prescribe but are instead
limited in prescribing by scopes of practice. The NZAO is concerned that RAs such as the
ODOB may not be willing to extend authorisation to new medicines that are not currently in
use.
Is it expected that the optometry scope (for example) would be rewritten to change bullet point 2
of the scope 'prescribing medicines whose sale and supply is restricted by law to prescription by
authorised prescribers' (which clearly relates to the Medicines Act 1981 1981) to something more
like bullet point 1 so that the reference to prescribing would be: 'prescribing any prescription
medicine appropriate to the purposes of assessing, diagnosing, treating and managing conditions
affecting the eye and its appendages; but how is that to be achieved? Will the RA's be required to
consult with the profession about changes to scope wording to specifically include existing
authorisations regarding prescribing and standing orders?
The NZAO considers that given the definition of 'authorised prescriber, for a medicine given at s14
of the draft Bill – 'authorised prescriber, for a medicine, means (a) a health practitioner prescriber
for the medicine' a certain tautology exists unless the authorisation is broadly specified in
relation to scope such that the medicine is inherently included.
It is not clear if optometrists, currently a class of health practitioner currently defined as an
authorised prescriber under the Medicines Act 1981, will continue to be authorised to prescribe
any newly approved medicines in the area of eye health which they are currently able to treat.
For example, they routinely prescribe anti‐infective treatments for the eye – when a new anti‐
infective is approved will additional steps be required to authorise optometrists to prescribe that
(or any other) particular new medicine?
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B5

Please provide any comments on the authorisations for pharmacists (ss 57–59).

Section 58 – Compounding 58.1.b applies to un‐approved products. This raises the question
of whether it is the resultant product which is the unapproved product or if this section
applies only to an unapproved product used as input to the compounding process.
NZAO is concerned that while optometrists are currently able to prescribe atropine, the only
approved atropine product is atropine 1%. For optometrist prescribers it is important to be
able to issue a complying prescription for low dose atropine in order to provide access to an
effective form of myopia control to patients for whom this is needed.
The use of SCNSA in this case is not practical unless the optometrist can initiate. There are
over 700 optometrists and only around 120 ophthalmologists some of whom work only in
hospitals. Requiring every optometrist patient to attend (and pay for) an ophthalmologist in
order to undertake myopia management is a cost to every patient in time, effort, and money
which far outweighs the risk of them using compounded low‐dose atropine as a means of
myopia control. If there were to be such a barrier imposed and people were unable to access
this means of limiting the development of their progressive myopia then the known health
risks of developing high myopia would stand and these pose greater risk of harm to the
individual than would the low‐dose atropine.

B6

Please provide any comments on the authorisations for pharmacy workers (s 60).

No Comment

B7
Please provide any comments on the authorisations for health practitioners
(ss 61–64).
Section 61 – Prescribing medicine
Currently those practitioners named in the Medicines Act 1981 as 'authorised prescribers'
(which includes optometrists) do not generally have a list of medicines that they are
authorised to prescribe but are instead limited in prescribing by scopes of practice.
As already noted, the NZAO is concerned that given the definition of 'authorised prescriber, for a
medicine given at s14 of the draft Bill – 'authorised prescriber, for a medicine, means (a) a health
practitioner prescriber for the medicine' a certain tautology exists unless authorisation to
prescribe is broadly specified in relation to scope such that the medicine is inherently included.
It is not clear if optometrists, currently a class of health practitioner currently defined as an
authorised prescriber under the Medicines Act 1981, will continue to be authorised to prescribe
any newly approved medicines in the area of eye health which they are currently able to treat. As
already noted, they routinely prescribe anti‐infective treatments for the eye – when a new anti‐
infective is approved will additional steps be required to authorise optometrists to prescribe that
(or any other) particular new medicine?
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Section 61 – Prescribing medicine – Issuing standing order
Currently those practitioners named in the Medicines Act 1981 as authorised to issue standing
orders (which includes optometrists) do not generally have this authority specifically stated in
their scopes of practice.
As a professional association we were involved in the process leading to the amendment of the
Medicines Act 1981 which enabled optometrists and nurse practitioners to issue standing orders.
The Ministry of Health consulted with a range of stakeholders and as far as we are aware only
RANZCO opposed the change. It would be of great concern if ODOB were required to consult
further outside of the profession in order to make changes to the gazetted scope of practice for
optometrist authorised prescribers in order to specifically include authorisation to issue standing
orders when that right already exists.

Section 62 Health practitioners : unapproved products and 64 Health Practitioners : SCNSAs
In the previous answers to specific questions it has been necessary for the NZAO to point out how
great an impediment to optometry practice has been the inability to prescribe and/or supply
unapproved products – mainly in the most innocuous of situations. The barriers to access for
patients in these circumstances has led to delay in treatment, worsening outcomes, and financial
cost that have not been warranted by the risks posed by the prescribing of the unapproved
products involved.

To alleviate these unfair and unjustified burdens on patients of optometrist practitioners it
would be very useful for there to be a mechanism within the new therapeutic products regime to
authorise medical practitioners and optometrists to initiate a SCNSA for an unapproved product.
The process of application implies there is an assessment of the application made and the
possibility of the application being rejected if the assessment process deemed that the risk of
providing the patient access to the product outweighed the benefit. This would clearly mitigate
any specific risk in fact or perception arising from the applicant being an optometrist.
Clearly, medical practitioners have not necessarily been above reproach when making use of the
current provisions of the Medicines Act 1981, section 29 and it would seem that in the area of eye
health medical practitioners other than ophthalmologists are unlikely to be in a position to assess
both the risks and benefits of treating an eye condition with an unapproved product. This
observation is based on scopes of practice in medicine including that of general medicine.
In support of optometrists being added to the regulations intended to limit SCNSA applications to
medical practitioners only we again note that optometrist training and knowledge in respect of
eye disease is greater than that of general practitioners who, under the current proposal, would
be able to make the application. To restrict access to all community eye patients needing an
unapproved product by requiring them to consult a medical specialist (ophthalmologist in this
case) when an optometrist working within their scope of practice has the competence to make
application would impose an unnecessary barrier for the consumer.

Herpes Simplex ‐ Case Example
Herpes simplex eye disease due to herpes simplex virus is a leading cause of ocular morbidity
and the number one cause of the unilateral corneal blindness in the developed world.
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Acyclovir ointment 3%
ZOVIRAX is the brand name for acyclovir, used to treat herpes simplex keratitis. Acyclovir
Ointment 3% is a formulation for ocular administration. Dosage is 1 drop 5x/day, and
continued for approximately 3 days after the ulcer is healed.
Ganciclovir eye gel 0.15%
Ganciclovir gel has more recently been approved overseas to treat herpes simplex keratitis. It
is branded as VIRGAN in Europe and FDA approved as ZIRGAN in the United States (2009).
Dosage is 1 drop 5x/day till the ulcer heals, then 1 drop 3x/day for 7 days. Research has
shown it is as safe and effective as acyclovir at treating herpes simplex keratitis.
In New Zealand in 2014 there was a national shortage of acyclovir due to an interruption to
supply due to an international manufacturing issue. PHARMAC was unable to find an
alternative brand or treatment which were Medsafe‐approved. Due to the clinical need for
an alternative treatment for patients with herpes simplex keratitis, in January 2015,
PHARMAC temporarily listed ganciclovir eye gel 0.15% on the Pharmaceutical schedule. As
ganciclovir was not a Medsafe‐approved medicine, it was supplied in accordance with section
29 of the Medicines Act 1981 1981 (which enables supply on the request of a medical
practitioner only), hence optometrists were unable to prescribe this product for their
patients. It was recommended that an ophthalmologist was consulted with prior to patients
beginning treatment with ganciclovir. All patients with herpes simplex keratitis presenting to
an optometrist had to be referred on for treatment and follow up to the hospital
ophthalmology, private ophthalmology or a general practitioner, thus the inability of
optometrist to prescribe this medication lead to an inconvenience for patients, increased
referrals (privately and publicly), and increased costs (to patients, and to the public health
service).
In this type of situation, it would be useful for there to be a mechanism within the new
therapeutic products regime to authorise medical practitioners and optometrists to issue a
SCNSA for an unapproved product.
As already noted, linking this authority to scope of practice would further limit the range of
optometry applications to products relating to eye diseases and other condition of the eye
and adnexa:
The “practice of optometry” includes:
 prescribing any ophthalmic appliance, optical appliance, or ophthalmic medical device
intended for remedial or cosmetic purposes or for the correction of a defect of sight;
 assessing, diagnosing, treating and managing conditions affecting the eye and its
appendages;
 prescribing medicines whose sale and supply is restricted by law to prescription by
authorised prescribers;
 reporting or giving advice in an ophthalmic capacity, using the knowledge, skills, attitudes
and competence initially attained for the primary optometry qualification and built upon in
postgraduate and continuing clinical education, wherever there could be an issue of patient
health or wellbeing;
 signing any certificate required for statutory purposes, such as driver licensing eyesight
certificates; and
 holding out to the public or representing in any manner that one is authorised to practise
optometry in New Zealand.
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Prokera ‐ Case Example
The optometry profession in New Zealand has a strong interest in a currently unapproved
tissue‐based product called Prokera. This is a biologic corneal bandage device which is
approved for use in other jurisdictions to heal and treat eye diseases such as keratitis,
common dry eye, recurrent corneal erosions, filamentary keratitis, persistent epithelial
defects, neurotrophic corneas, herpetic ulcers, and many other ocular surface diseases. The
Prokera product uses preserved amniotic membrane tissue. From information given in the
presentation on cell and tissue products it appears that Prokera may fall into the medical
devices classification and if so then it would be important for optometrists to be able to
initiate SCNSA's for patients needing treatment with this product. Some specialist optometry
practices in the US are fitting several of these products each week. Referral to GP or
ophthalmology for initiation would not be a reasonable situation.

B8

Please provide any comments on the authorisations for health practitioners’ staff
(s 65).

No Comment

B9

Please provide any comments on the authorisations for veterinarians and veterinary
staff (ss 66–70).

No Comment

B10

Please provide any comments on the approach for the personal importation of
medicines or medical devices (ss 76 and 77).

No comment

B11

Please provide any comments on the authorisations created in sections 71–75 and
sections 78–80.

No Comment
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B12

Please provide any comments on the offences created in sections 81–94.

While it is understandable that use of unapproved products should be generally discouraged
if an appropriate approved product is available, the NZAO feels that more thought should be
given to the issue of public interest.
In the example of low‐dose atropine, Atropine 1% is approved but there is no available
approved product at lower doses. Compounded atropine would therefore not be able to be
'advertised'. This would deny the public the opportunity to know about this well‐accepted
treatment and its availability from registered optometrists or ophthalmologists. The most
likely place that optometrists would highlight their ability to provide myopia control using
low‐dose atropine would be via their practice websites. The NZ Association is currently
revising its consumer information leaflets on myopia to include information about this
therapy and we would like some advice on this aspect of providing consumer information
regarding myopia control therapy with low‐dose atropine which is an accepted treatment
internationally with commercially available product – the only impediment for NZ consumers
and optometrists would be that compounded atropine is classified as an unapproved
product.

Part 4: Product approval
B13

Please provide any comments on the sections covering product approval requirements
(ss 94–104).

If a product is approved one assumes it is safe for use and is efficacious for use in the NZ
health system. However, approval lapses due to death or financial difficulty of a sponsor
would not mean that either the safety or efficacy of the product itself has changed other
than perhaps having (for the meantime) no identifiable person/entity for recall processes.
The question is, should a therapeutic product become unapproved and therefore totally
unavailable to NZ health consumers without opportunity for another sponsor to be
appointed?

B14

Please provide any comments on the sections covering conditions on approvals and
cancellation of approvals (ss 105–113).

In regard to the comment above perhaps the wording of section 107 could be expanded to
include the possibility of a variation of conditions of approval when a sponsor dies or
becomes insolvent. In this way an approval would not necessarily lapse but if another
sponsor did not become available then then it might be useful if the death or insolvency of a
sponsor were grounds to cancel an approval (albeit without notifying the dead sponsor).

B15

Please provide any comments on the sections covering approval‐exempt products and
their sponsors (ss 114–115).

No Comment
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B16
119).

Please provide any comments on the sections covering sponsor obligations (ss 116–

No Comment

B17

Please provide any comments on the protection of active ingredient information about
innovative medicines (ss 120–122).

No Comment

Part 5: Licences and permits
B18

Please provide any comments on the sections covering the scope, content, effect and
grant of licences (ss 123–127).

The NZAO is of the view that Sections 123 and 124 could enable application by an
optometrist who wishes to compound and supply low‐dose atropine provided the conditions
of the license ensured safety of these activities.

B19

Please provide any comments on the criteria for: granting a licence; licensees; and
responsible persons (ss 128–130).

No Comment

B20

Please provide any comments on the sections covering the scope, content, effect and
grant of a permit (ss 131–135).

No Comment

B21

Please provide any comments on the sections applying to licences and permits (eg,
those relating to duration, conditions, variations, suspensions and cancellations) (ss
136–149).

No Comment
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B22

Please provide any comments on the sections covering the transfer of licences and
permits (ss 150 and 151).

No Comment

B23

Please provide any comments on the obligations of licensees and responsible persons
(ss 153–159).

No Comment

Part 6: Regulator
B24

Please provide any comments on the regulator’s powers and functions in relation to
safety monitoring, public safety announcements and regulatory orders (ss 160–182).

The NZAO supports the provisions of section 179 regarding actions available to the Regulator
in respect of misrepresentation of a product as a therapeutic product when it is not a
therapeutic product.
In the past there have been instances where the public has been induced to pay (sometimes
considerable sums) for services involving software or training systems which are claimed to
be a cure for a variety of refractive and convergence conditions. It is a matter of public safety
to protect people from treatments using non‐therapeutic products which are in fact not
therapeutic.
The question arises as to whether or not ready‐made spectacles containing refractive powers
are therapeutic products and whether or not they fall under the provision of the draft Bill

B25

Please provide any comments on the regulator’s investigative powers
(ss 183–196).

No Comment

B26

Please provide any comments on the offences relating to the regulator
(ss 197–199).

No Comment
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B27

Please provide any comments on the review of regulator’s decisions
(ss 200–204).

No Comment

B28

Please provide any comments on the administrative matters relating to the regulator
(ss 205–222).

No Comment

Part 7: Enforcement
B29

Please provide any comments on the sections covering enforceable undertakings and a
court’s ability to grant injunctions (ss 223–232).

No Comment

B30

Please provide any comments on the sections covering penalties, court orders, liability,
defences and evidentiary matters for criminal offences (ss 233–248).

No Comment

B31

Please provide any comments on the sections covering infringement offences and the
related penalties and processes (ss 249–255).

Part 8: Administrative matters
B32

Please provide any comments on the sections covering administrative matters; such as
cost recovery, requirements for the development of regulatory instruments, review of
the Act, and relationships with other Acts) (ss 256–274).

No Comment
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B33

Please provide any comments on the amendments to the Health Practitioners
Competence Assurance Act 2003 (ss 276–285).

We note that the definition of medicinal product is updated to refer to the Therapeutic
Products Act:
medicinal product means a medicine, as defined in section 18 of the
Therapeutic Products Act 2018

However the draft Bill does not include a definition of 'classes of medicinal products' – for
example:
11A Scope of practice may include prescribing of medicinal products and
issuing of standing orders
(1) A scope of practice—
(a) may include the prescribing of 1 or more medicinal products or
classes of medicinal products; and
(b) if so, may also include the issuing of standing orders for 1 or
more of those medicinal products.
In our reading the only reference to classification of medicines is in the section 88
Misrepresentation :
'a therapeutic product with a particular classification or status under
this Act (for example, that it is an approved product or an approval‐
exempt product, or that it is a particular type of product or a
medicine in a particular category).'

Currently as authorised prescribers under the Medicines Act 1981 optometrists do not have a
list of medicines they are permitted to prescribe and are limited in prescribing that is
appropriate to their scope of practice. Core to the optometrist scope of practice is the
diagnosis, treatment, and management of disease and other conditions of the eye and
adnexa.
We understand that these authorisations would carry forward to the new section 11A of the
HPCA Act and in particular to section 2(b).
The NZAO is concerned that there should be no diminution of prescribing rights or further
restriction of the general permissions accorded by authorised prescriber status under the
Medicines Act 1981 through the transition to the Therapeutic Products Act and the addition
to the HPCA Act of section 11A or 14A

The NZAO considers that the provisions of section 285 for the insertion in the HPCA Act of the
text of Part 2 are to ensure that the concerns outlined above will be adequately addressed
by the intent that the old prescribing regime, (meaning the ability of health practitioners in
that profession to prescribe medicines and issue standing orders under the Medicines Act
1981 1981 immediately before the commencement date) becomes the new prescribing
regime under the Therapeutic Products Act without variation and without a requirement to
consult.
If that understanding is incorrect then we suggest a further specific provision.
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B34

Please provide any comments on the amendments to the Search and Surveillance Act
2012 and the Customs and Excise Act 2018 (ss 286–289).

No Comment

B12: Schedule 1: Transitional, savings and related
provisions
See under individual sector subheadings in Chapter C for sector‐specific questions/answers.
The NZAO notes that section 28 provides a three‐month temporary authorisation for :
(1) A person authorised under section 25 of the 1981 Act to do any of the things set out in
subsection (1)(a), (d), or (e) of that section continues (despite this Act) to be authorised to do
those things, as if the 1981 Act, and not this Act, were in force.
And
(2) The authorisation continued by subclause (1) ceases 3 months after commencement
Section 25 of the Medicines Act 1981 1981 permits an authorised prescriber to prescribe,
administer or arrange for the administration of medicines for the treatment of a patient in his
or her care. The medicine and its use may or may not be approved.
We have assumed that the same authorisations will be available under the new Therapeutic
Products Act, however it is not clear what actions must be taken and by whom in order to
ensure that existing authorisations are continued for the practitioner classes affected.

B13: Schedule 2: Reviewable decisions
B35

Please provide any comments on the list of decisions that would be reviewable and
who can apply (Schedule 2).

Seems reasonable

B14: Schedule 3: Regulations, rules and regulator’s notices
B36

Please provide any comments on the use of regulations, rules or regulator’s notices for
particular matters (Schedule 3).

No Comment
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B15: Schedule 4: Amendments to other enactments
B37

Are there any other Acts or regulations containing an interface with the Medicines Act
1981 1981 that are not identified in the list in Schedule 4?

There are two legislative instruments which are listed which may have impact for
optometrists:
Health (Needles and Syringes) Regulations 1998;
Optometrists may be in the same position as dentists in the near future when the B.Optom
includes injecting as a competence of optometrist graduates, and post‐graduate training for
injecting into the eye and surrounding tissue is available. Hospital‐based optometrists are
near to a credentialing solution for injecting Avastin and there are possibilities that this
service may in the future be available in community clinics.
Currently, needles are used by optometrists in tasks included in the optometry scope of
practice such as removal of foreign body from the eye tissue and lacrimal lavage. If this is not
already covered by the regulations then it needs to be included to enable optometrists to
continue to obtain both needles and syringes for use in the practice of optometry's

Health Practitioners Competence Assurance (Restricted Activities) Order 2005
The amendments to the Restricted Activities order is not specified so we presume that
changes do not include changes to the list of restricted tasks.

Chapter C
C1

Please provide any comments on the approach to regulating changes to approved
products (ss 100 and 101).

No Comment

C2

Please provide any comments on the approach for medicines categorisation
(classification). 'There are 4 categories of medicines, being categories 1, 2, 3, and 4.'

The NZAO agrees that in order to improve harmonisation with the Australian Therapeutic
Goods administration the categories should be listed in ascending order of risk with
prescription medicines being category 4 medicines
This might need to flow into the interpretation of AMI category :
'category 1 AMI means an AMI if any medicine containing the AMI is (or, if
manufactured, would be) a category 1 medicine'
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C3

Please provide any comments on the transition arrangements for existing medicine
product approvals.

No Comment

C4

Please provide any comments on the approach to post‐market controls.

No Comment

C5

Please provide any comments on the manufacturing‐related definitions.

Compounding a medicine is part of manufacturing the medicine (see section
32(2)).
There is no definition of compounding, but it is clear that when different pharmaceutical
ingredients are mixed there needs to be safety controls and sterility is important particularly
for compounded medicines that are taken orally or injected.
However, there may be cases when an approved topical medicine could be diluted by sterile
saline in sterile conditions as in the case of low‐dose atropine. Is there a mechanism that
would enable an optometrist to do this for a patient treatment of myopia control provided
the appropriate environment was available.

Dispensing a medicine is part of manufacturing the medicine (see section
32(2)).
In the example of low‐dose atropine it may be preferable for the optometrist to be providing
the compounded / diluted atropine to the patient as part of the patient management of the
program of myopia control. It seems that even if the compounded low‐dose atropine is
sourced from a licensed compounding pharmacy then section 32(2) puts that dispensing
function into the manufacturing process.
This suggests that the new regime is not quite so flexible or future‐proofed as it ought to be.
While a lot of thought has been given to transferring large scale manufacturing systems and
traditional pharmacy activities from the 1980s into the new Act insufficient consideration has
been given to current and future needs and opportunities relating to appropriate access to
therapeutic treatments.
The NZAO suggests that some thought might be given to including a case for dispensing being
a part of preparing for administration when done by, or in accordance with the directions of,
an authorised prescriber for the medicine.
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If optometrists were to be included in the list of practitioners who may initiate an SNCSA for
unapproved medicines and off‐label use of approved medicines then optometrist patients
could seamlessly and safely access myopia control therapies using low‐dose atropine.
Ref ‐ Section 32(3)

Preparing for administration not part of manufacture

'(3) Preparing a medicine for administration is not part of manufacturing the medicine
if the preparation is done—
(a) in accordance with the responsible manufacturer’s product information;
or
(b) by, or in accordance with the directions of, an authorised prescriber for
the medicine.'

C6

Please provide any comments on the approach to authorising hawkers as part of the
relevant wholesale licence.

No Comment

C7

Do you support adoption of the European approach to regulating cells and tissues,
which distinguishes between cells and tissues that are subject to minimal manipulation
and those that are engineered?

Yes ‐ The optometry profession has a strong interest in a currently unapproved tissue‐based
product called Prokera. This is a biologic corneal bandage device which is approved for use in
other jurisdictions to heal and treat eye diseases such as keratitis, common dry eye, recurrent
corneal erosions, filamentary keratitis, persistent epithelial defects, neurotrophic corneas,
herpetic ulcers, and many other ocular surface diseases. The Prokera product uses preserved
amniotic membrane tissue.
It would be useful if an application for approval of this product could be based on
information provided to and accepted by other regulators in US and Europe.
Further clarity is needed as to what is meant by the term 'minimal manipulation'

C8

Please provide any comments on any interface issues between the draft Bill and other
legislation covering cells and tissues.

Currently we are unclear whether a product such as Prokera would fall under the medical
device provisions – even though it has no refractive power – or cell and tissue provisions
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C9

Please provide any comments on the transition arrangements for product approval
controls for cell and tissue products.

No Comment

C10

Please provide any comments on the transition arrangements for regulated activities
involving cell and tissue products.

No Comment

C11

Do you think that products that have similar features and risks to medical devices, but
are not for a therapeutic purpose, should be regulated? If so, are there particular
products you are concerned about and why?

The meaning of Therapeutic Purpose has been described by Ministry of Health as excluding
plano contact lenses on the basis that they are not produced for a therapeutic purpose even
though many plano products are used for a therapeutic purpose, and some are used
exclusively for that purpose and indeed were produced with that intent. The Prokera
bandages discussed above are but one example.
While it seems certain that contact lenses which have a refractive power for correction of
vision will remain classed as therapeutic products. The distinction to exclude plano lenses
based on the 'intent' of the manufacturer does not take into account the identical features
and risks of these lenses when inserted onto the cornea and subsequently interacts with the
tear‐film and surface of the cornea.
The dichotomy of refractive power versus no refractive power as the only means by which to
classify products inserted in or onto the eye as therapeutic or not therapeutic is a very blunt
instrument. It takes no account of risk for particular zero power lenses or inserts many of
which are produced and used for a therapeutic purpose. Many of the therapeutic products
currently used by the optometry profession may have no refractive power ie Ortho‐K lenses,
scleral shells/bandage contact lenses, mini‐sclerals. In the near future there will be "smart"
contact lenses for drug delivery, devices for delivering therapeutic treatments such as light
emitting contact lenses for seasonal disorders etc. or lenses for higher visual functions like
google glasses with a head‐up display. These will all be bona fide therapeutic devices
requiring individual specification and at the same time be 'plano' . Using 'plano' as a proxy
definition of risk is, in our view, irresponsible.
To resolve this dilemma, we suggest that all contact lenses have a supply restriction such that
they may be sold only with a valid prescription written by an optometrist or ophthalmologist.
There is no need to restrict who sells contact lenses.
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Failing this a clear distinction needs to be made between decorative cosmetic lenses and
bona fide therapeutic devices requiring individual specification which must be supplied by
a registered health professional. Where devices are fitted for a therapeutic purpose it is
important that the devices meet basic health and safety requirements such as sterility in both
packaging and materials.

C12

Are there any aspects of the global model for medical devices that you consider to be
inappropriate for New Zealand?

Only in so far as many countries in Europe do not have optometry practitioners with
comparable scopes of practice as that of New Zealand optometrists. Eye healthcare is
predominantly delivered by ophthalmologists hence restrictions in the eye medicines an eye
related medical devices areas to medical practitioners only is appropriate in Europe but will
not be so in New Zealand.

C13

Please provide any comments on the proposal to enable some medical devices to have
restrictions applied to their use or supply.

The NZAO supports this proposal and for reasons explained above we suggest that all contact
lenses have a supply restriction such that they may be sold only with a valid prescription
written by an optometrist or ophthalmologist. There is no need to restrict who sells contact
lenses. Failing this a clear distinction needs to be made between decorative cosmetic
lenses and bona fide therapeutic devices requiring individual specification which must be
supplied by a registered health professional. Where devices are fitted for a therapeutic
purpose it is important that the devices meet basic health and safety requirements such as
sterility in both packaging and materials.

C14

Please provide any comments on the transition arrangements for product approval
controls for medical devices.

No Comment
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C15

Please provide any comments on the transition arrangements for regulating activities
involving medical devices.

No Comment

C16

Please provide any comments on the change in approach to regulating clinical trials.

No Comment

C17

Please provide any comments on the transitional arrangements for clinical trials.

No Comment

C18

What do you think of the approach to curtail the personal importation of prescription
medicines via the post and courier, meaning most unapproved prescription medicines
imported from overseas would need to be sourced by the issuer of the special clinical
needs supply authority, a pharmacy, or a wholesaler?

Outlawing personal importation for personal use would seem to run counter to the rights of
an individual over his or her own body. While acknowledging the intent to protect
community health and prevent diversion it has to be recognised that there will be some
situations where a person should have the right to access medicines not available here. Not
all medicines which have been approved by European regulators will be the subject of an
application to the NZ regulator.
Our access to pharmaceutical is inevitably limited by the PHARMAC tender process for single
supplier status and while that has enabled purchase by the state agent at favourable prices it
has acted as a deterrent to applications for approval by manufacturers of unfunded products.
On occasions access to a medicine from overseas may be in the best interests of the
individual both from a treatment and a cost point of view.

C19

What type of pharmacy distribution and supply arrangements would you like to see
enabled in the future?

No Comment

C20

Do the current pharmacy licensing requirements create any other barriers to the
development and delivery of innovative pharmacist services involving medicines?

There do not appear to be any troublesome barriers from a consumer point of view.
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C21

Please provide any other comments about enabling different distribution and supply
arrangements for pharmacy activities.

Manufacture of medicines and access to medicines are strongly restricted in most parts of
the new regime and pharmacy remains the source of most medicines in all categories
including controlled drugs. The risk in widening permissions for control of medicines outside
that of registered health practitioners may open the way for involvement of organised
criminal activity and diversion of medicines in ways this Act is intended to prevent.

C22

Which option do you support?
Option 1: Strengthened accountability through pharmacist ownership and effective
control (including the five pharmacy limit).

From experiences of other similar situations involving health practitioners Option 1 is
preferred over Option 2. It seems quite difficult in real life to implement employee control of
quality systems and practices in a business especially when clinical judgment is not fully
aligned with owner management preferences and decisions.
What would anyone do if faced with a choice of doing the 'right' thing and keeping a job –
perhaps an employee would look for another position with another employer but until tha
was possible most people would need to continue to earn to pay their mortgage, pay off
their student loan or feed their family...
Is it fair or workable to hold an employee responsible for not exercising appropriate control
when a work situation makes that untenable. And how workable is the regulation in this kind
of situation.

Option 2: Open ownership with licence requirements targeted at pharmacist control
of quality systems and practices within the pharmacy.
Definitely not Option 2

C23

Why we support option 1?

As noted – experience of initiatives similar to Option 2 in other health professions makes
support for Option 1 the sensible choice.
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C24

What do you consider are the benefits and/or risks that could result from Option 1?

No Comment

C25

Are there ways in which Option 1 could be improved?

No Comment

C26

What activities do you consider a pharmacist ownership requirement should cover?

Being a pharmacist

C27

For an ownership requirement to be effective, do you think the same pharmacist(s)
need to have both majority ownership and effective control

YES
or could those responsibilities be separated?
NO

C28

Should the current five‐pharmacy limit continue or be replaced by a licence
requirement that the pharmacist would have appropriate oversight of the pharmacy
(taking into account the number, scale and location of the other pharmacies they are
responsible for)?

Sounds risky

C29

If the five‐pharmacy limit was retained, how should it be applied when pharmacists
jointly share responsibility for the pharmacy?

Joint and several liability
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C30

Do you have any information on the potential impact on the pharmacy sector of an
improved majority pharmacist ownership requirement?

No Comment

C31

What transition time do you consider would be required if Option 1 was implemented?

No Comment

C32

Do you consider friendly societies should continue to be exempt from this requirement
or should this exemption be removed after a transition period?

No Comment

C33

What do you consider are the benefits and/or risks that could result from Option 2?

See previous comments

C34

Are there ways in which Option 2 could be improved?

No Comment

C35

Are the requirements adequate to ensure the ‘supervisory pharmacist’ would be able
to effectively perform this function?

Not really

C36

Do you think the requirement for a pharmacist to be present should be broadened to
allow a pharmacist to provide clinical advice and oversight remotely (s159)? If so,
which pharmacy activities or circumstances do you think this would be appropriate
for?

NO
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C37

Do you consider restricting prescribers from taking a financial interest in a pharmacy is
still required (s 93)? What would be the risks and/or benefits of retaining or removing
this prescriber ownership restriction?

NO – I don't believe that being a registered health practitioner should limit lawful investment
or the purchase of shares in a lawful business. Health Practitioners are required to meet fit
and proper person requirements in order to be registered and are also aware of the need for
ethical behaviour.

C38

Are there particular situations where you could see a permit would be a useful tool for
authorising pharmacy activities?

It would seem that there are many different scenarios (other than a national emergency)
when a permit could be a useful tool for any individual or class of health practitioners.
Pharmacy activities are but one of the possible uses that Permits could be applied to and
looking to the past for examples may limit thinking on ways the various provisions of the
Therapeutic Products Act might work best in the future.

C39

Please provide any comments on the intended approach to depots and/or retail‐only
licences.

No Comment

C40

Should the circumstances in which a pharmacist or pharmacy worker can compound be
expanded to allow them to produce a permitted quantity in anticipation of a request?
If you think expanded circumstances are appropriate, why?

No Comment

C41

Are there any other situations when you consider it appropriate for a pharmacist to
provide medicines by wholesale?

Supply to other registered health practitioners of medicines in the pharmacists and
pharmacy only categories would seem reasonable provided the medicine is appropriate to
the practitioner's scope of practice. It may also be useful for other health practitioners to
obtain supplies of general sales medicines by wholesale supply from a pharmacy where
appropriate to scope of practice. This is because pharmaceutical wholesalers have no
effective supply chains outside of pharmacy or retail and some health practitioners would
not meet the minimum orders imposed even if supply was enabled from the major
wholesalers of medicines.
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C42

Do you consider the new scheme will have any significant impacts on retailers?

Only if they are wishing to sell inferior products which would not meet the safety
requirements of an approved product or to advertise products in a misleading way. To curb
such behaviour would be a good thing for the people of New Zealand.

C43

Do you have any comments on the arrangement for establishing the authority to
prescribe via the relevant health practitioners’ scope of practice (subject to approval
from the Minister of Health)?

The NZAO strongly supports authority to prescribe being set and bounded by each registered
practitioner's scope of practice. However, it is concerning for us that even though this is
already the case for prescribers authorised under the provisions of the Medicines Act 1981
(which includes optometrists) we have already seen regulatory inconsistency emerge among
the authorised prescriber groups in regard to use of new medicines or new health services. It
appears to the NZAO that other Responsible Authorities (Medical Council, Dental Council,
Nursing Council of NZ, Midwifery Council) currently have a range of flexible approaches to the
regulation of scopes of practice and whether the bounds can expand.

Eighty percent of registered optometrists are already authorised to treat with prescription
medicines and within the expected life of the proposed new legislation this will rise to 100%
as all new graduates currently register as authorised prescribers. Optometrists are not
currently constrained by a list of medicines but in our view are constrained by ODOB having a
different approach to expanded scope of practice regulation than other RAs .
We would like to see some provision in the Bill which ensures access to new medicines
relevant to scope of practice for all current professions defined as authorised prescribers in
the Medicines Act 1981. In the case of Optometry, we want regulations that include any new
medicines in scope if they are relevant to treating eye disease which is the core function of
the registered optometrist. We feel it would be a backward step if the new regime for
therapeutic products put the profession in a position where authorisation needs to be sought
for every new medicine relevant to the optometry scope becoming available.
Related to this is a desire for the new legislation to provide for a profession to be able to
appeal to the Minister for a review of RA actions and decisions.
It is acknowledged that the amendments to the HPCA Act 2003 will include provisions to
allow the Minister of Health to direct a responsible authority to amend or revoke the
prescribing provisions in a scope of practice ‐ to provide the Minister with a way to respond if
a practitioner group had been granted a prescribing authority and was not adequately
managing the risk associated with this authority.
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Having already noted our concerns about particular RA's engaging in what we view as overly
risk‐averse behaviour, we are interested in seeing a provision for the Minister to review and
perhaps overturn decisions regarding scope that are excessively restrictive in relation to the
risk associated with the particular authority being sought.

C44

Do you think regulations should be developed to require a consistent approach to the
form and content of prescribing provisions within scopes of practice?

The NZAO is of the view that such regulations would be helpful to improve consistency
across the sector and to aid in the understanding of the various prescribing scopes.

C45

Please provide any comments on the approach to standing orders. (Note that the
detailed requirements for standing orders will be specified in regulations and consulted
on at a later stage.)

The NZAO understands that having been accorded the right to issue standing orders through
provisions of the Medicines Act 1981 that these rights or authority would continue.

C46

What do you think about the approach for the off‐label use of medicines that have
been approved in New Zealand?

It is our view that so long as the medicine itself has been approved then off‐label use should
be facilitated in the new regime. There may need to be a provision for limitation if
information becomes available that a particular off‐label use poses hitherto unknown risk of
harm but we are aware of several cases where the use of medicines off‐label has been
positive and beneficial to many health consumers.
As the Act is being designed to be as future‐proof as possible then it needs to impose as few
barriers to safe medicine use as possible. The NZAO sees the advent of Avastin injecting
being an extended scope for optometrists in the very near future and in that context the
ability of optometrists to use Avastin would substantially increase the capacity for delivery of
that treatment.
There are likely to be other off‐label eye treatments that emerge within the lifespan of the
new Act capable of different means of delivery.
Again, we point out the important role that optometrists have in providing for the eye health
needs of our communities and we trust that the Therapeutic Products Bill, its regulations,
and its rules all work towards enabling our optometrist members to serve their communities
to the best of their ability. We need all optometrists working at the top if their scope and
and to do this they need access to the eye medicines that will apparently be available to
general practitioners.
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C47

What do you think about the approach for products that have not been approved in
New Zealand? In particular, the proposal that:
'only medical practitioners would be able to issue a special clinical needs supply
authority for this type of unapproved product
other health practitioner prescribers would be able to prescribe them, once a
medical practitioner has issued a special clinical needs supply authority for that
medicine for a patient?'

The NZ Association of Optometrists strongly opposes this limitation on the basis that it
places unfair and unworkable barriers to access for optometry patients now and in the
future. We have provided examples in other parts of this submission which demonstrate that
to exclude optometrists from initiating an SCNSA is not justified on safety grounds.
To exclude optometrists from the regulation specifying which practitioners may initiate an
SCNSA (for medicines relevant to the practice of optometry) fails to recognise the specialist
services in diagnosis, treatment, and management of eye disease which optometrists provide
in both large and small communities around the nation. The use of SCNSA in this way is not
practical for access to needed medicines for optometry patients unless the optometrist can
initiate.
There are over 700 optometrists and only around 120 ophthalmologists some of whom work
only in hospitals. Requiring every optometrist patient to attend (and pay for) an
ophthalmologist in order to access a needed medicine is a cost to every patient in time,
effort, and money which far outweighs the risk of them using a medicine which would
normally be approved in other places but is not approved in New Zealand.
In the previous answers to specific questions it has been necessary for the NZAO to point out how
great an impediment to optometry practice has been the inability to prescribe and/or supply
unapproved products – mainly in the most innocuous of situations. The barriers to access for
patients in these circumstances has led to delay in treatment, worsening outcomes, and financial
cost that have not been warranted by the risks posed by the prescribing of the unapproved
products involved.

To alleviate these unfair and unjustified burdens on patients of optometrist practitioners it
would be very useful for there to be a mechanism within the new therapeutic products regime to
authorise medical practitioners and optometrists to initiate a SCNSA for an unapproved product.
The process of application implies there is an assessment of the application made and the
possibility of the application being rejected if the assessment process deemed that the risk of
providing the patient access to the product outweighed the benefit. This would clearly mitigate
any specific risk in fact or perception arising from the applicant being an optometrist.
Clearly, medical practitioners have not necessarily been above reproach when making use of the
current provisions of the Medicines Act 1981, section 29 and it would seem that in the area of
eye health medical practitioners other than ophthalmologists are unlikely to be in a position to
assess both the risks and benefits of treating an eye condition with an unapproved product. This
observation is based on scopes of practice in medicine including that of general medicine.
In support of optometrists being added to the regulations intended to limit SCNSA applications to
medical practitioners only we again note that optometrist training and knowledge in respect of
eye disease is greater than that of general practitioners who, under the current proposal, would
be able to make the application. To restrict access to all community eye patients needing an
unapproved product by requiring them to consult a medical specialist (ophthalmologist in this
case) when an optometrist working within their scope of practice has the competence to make
application would impose an unnecessary barrier for the consumer.
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C48

In what situations do you consider it is appropriate for a health practitioner prescriber
to supply medicines to another health practitioner prescriber?

It would be a useful mechanism to use when supplies needed by several optometrists met
minimum order requirements of a wholesaler but the needs of each fell below that
threshold. One practitioner could potentially order for all 5 and then distribute or 'supply to
the others. It may arise that an adverse event leaves an optometrist without supplies of
diagnostic or therapeutic medicines and it is possible to obtain some of these products from
a nearby colleague. A practitioner closing his or her practice may wish to sell or give stock of
diagnostic or therapeutic medicines to a colleague.

C49

Are there situations where it is appropriate for a health practitioner to supply medical
devices to another health practitioner? Is this something that occurs currently and
would need to be enabled under the new scheme?

As for pharmacy to pharmacy supply there are times when it is appropriate for an
optometrists to supply other practices with stock to meet a particular need.

C50

Do you consider health practitioners should be authorised to supply pharmacy
(category 3) medicines to their patients? What are the benefits and/or risks of allowing
this?

YES

C51

Do you consider health practitioners’ staff should be authorised to supply pharmacy
(category 3) medicines to the patients of the practice? What are the benefits and/or
risks of allowing this?

This is definitely a necessity in optometry practices and is currently covered by a series of
exemptions. It would be much cleaner to have that authorisation across the category of
pharmacy medicines. In support of this we note that the resources in an optometry practice
make that a safe place for consumers to 'buy' their eye medicines that have been categorised
as safe to be supplied by pharmacy staff. The training of optometry practice staff regarding
the sale of medicines is directly provided by optometrists and it would be normal for the staff
to refer to the optometrist him or herself if needed.
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C52

Please provide any comments on the advertising requirements and enforcement tools

The NZAO supports in general the provision that it would continue to be an offence to
advertise an unapproved product or include any false or misleading information in an
advertisement.
We particularly welcome the wider range of enforcement tools particularly for cases of
misrepresentation or false or misleading information in an advertisement.
However, it is our view that some thought needs to be applied to the limits on advertising
unapproved products. If an optometrist was able to lawfully prescribe or supply low‐dose
atropine, for example, then why would they not be able to advertise that; perhaps on the
practice website or in community newsletter.

C53

Do you have a view on whether direct‐to‐consumer advertising of prescription
medicines should continue to be permitted? What are the reasons for your view?

No Comment

C54

What do you think about the approach for veterinarians and veterinary staff?

No Comment

C55

Do you consider there are situations when it would be appropriate to authorise
someone to personally import medicines (via a permit)?

Yes – it is hard to imagine that such a situation could never exist. One would have to rely on
the conditions in the permit to ensure it is both safe and appropriate for the importation to
occur.

C56

Please provide any other comments from a patient, consumer, or disabled person’s
perspective on the approach for the regulation of therapeutic products under this Bill.
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Pathology Technology Australia Comments and Questions
For
New Zealand Therapeutic Products Regulatory Scheme Consultation
April 2019

Background
Pathology Technology Australia is the peak body representing the In Vitro Diagnostics
(IVD supply companies present in Australia. Many of the member companies are also
responsible for the supply and support (including technical and regulatory) of their
products and services in New Zealand – either directly or via distribution channels.

Pathology Technology Australia is a very strong supporter of quality and regulatory
compliance for IVD products used in Australia, and partners actively with the TGA in
reviewing and commenting on the current medical devices reform agenda. In many
cases member companies are participating and contributing to the International
Medical Device Regulators Forum (IMDRF) – somewhat based on the work of the GHTF.
Our member companies strongly support a harmonised regulatory environment where
products registered by one of the certified IMDRF bodies achieve parallel registration in
other jurisdictions (if the product is certified as conforming with the original
registration). This will soon become the benchmark and most member companies will
comply.

Clinical Pathology Laboratories are aligned strongly with clinical practice guidelines
across both Australia and New Zealand. Equally, a number of ISO/CLSI and AS/NZS
standards correlate and it therefore follows that the regulatory framework governing
safety and efficacy should be closely aligned. Pathology Technology Australia contends
that IVD products which are currently included on the ARTG should receive automatic
or expedited registration in New Zealand. It is also contended that products which have
achieved registration under one of the IMDRF bodies, also achieve registration in New
Zealand (if the product is certified as conforming with the original registration).
Pathology Technology Australia endorses the detailed responses submitted by Medical
Technology Association of New Zealand and submits the following as a focus on the IVD
segment of the Medical Devices industry.
Comments and Questions

On behalf of the Pathology Technology Australia members, who are also supplying their
Zealand, we request consideration of the following
questions, comments and recommendations:
1) The proposed regulations appear directed at a broad definition of Therapeutic
Products, with no clear definition for Medical Devices or In Vitro Diagnostic

2)
3)

4)

5)
6)

7)

devices (IVD). There are very clear differences in the risk profiles associated
with the use of Medical Devices compared to IVDs; yet there is no mention of this
difference and no apparent regard for much lower risk profile of IVDs. Is there a
plan to define IVDs in the regulation and is there an intention to recognise the
lower risk profile by varying regulations or assessment criteria? (The output
from IVDs rarely go direct to patients and are scrutinized by the Pathologist and
the requesting Physician, who compare the laboratory findings with their own
clinical observations). ** We respectfully recommend IVD products having their
own definition and specific categories.
Will there be an alignment between the NZ regulations and the Australian TGA,
to accept products that have ARTG numbers; and exempt these from further
audit review - or at least acknowledge the country similarities and allow
expedited application processes?
In addition, is there an intention to recognise the IMDRF recommendations and
accept registration if a company’s IVD product has achieved this in any of the
certified regions (Australia, Canada, Japan, EU and USA)? This should
significantly reduce costs and fees associated with the initial registration –
please clarify. **We strongly recommend consideration to implement points 2
and 3 above.
Similarly, the Medical Devices Single Audit Programme is fast becoming a
globally accepted method of confirming Conformity Assessment. MDSAP’s role is
to audit regulatory requirements for USA, Canada, Europe, Australia, Japan and
Brazil (in lengthy and detailed, sometimes in a multi-week review). It is
accepted as the current best practice by those aforementioned countries in
Medical Device ISO 13485 Quality Management and Regulatory requirements
review. What is the NZ Project Team for the Therapeutic Products Bill’s stance
on the use and recognition of this global programme?
For example, the Australian TGA, Japanese MHLW, Canadian MOH now accept
the MDSAP in lieu of an EU CE Certificate as the basis of Conformity Assessment
in the IVD audit. By following suit, NZ comes into line with global best practice to
ensure faster access for New Zealanders to the latest and best quality IVD
technology.
Can individuals from Australia act as the regulatory representative for their NZ
company or their NZ distributor; on the basis that almost all the major IVD
companies present in NZ are represented from Australia? (We believe this is
your intention but request more clarity).
Which entity in New Zealand will manage the device regulations? What level of
skill and resourcing is being planned to complete assessment and registration in
a timely manner? Will conditions pertaining to the approval time taken by the
regulator for Assessment and registration of products be incorporated into the
fully suggest that clear time limits be set in the legislation
or the bylaws governing the Regulatory body.
Please clarify the role of Responsible Manufacturer, Sponsor and Distributor in
the regulatory process for IVDs.

To: Ministry of Health
From: Joanne Mahon,
Chief Communications and Brand Officer
Southern Cross
JOINT SUBMISSION ON THE THERAPEUTICS PRODUCTS BILL
Southern Cross Medical Care Society and Southern Cross Hospitals Ltd (“Southern Cross”) welcome
the opportunity to provide feedback on the Therapeutic Products Bill, as a funder and supplier of
therapeutic products, respectively.
Southern Cross supports the principle of regulating to protect the vulnerable, while ensuring best
available provision of healthcare. Southern Cross also supports consideration of Treaty of Waitangi
obligations in particular to ensure that regulation does not unfairly increase inequities.
Southern Cross is broadly supportive of the Therapeutics Products Bill and regulation that ensures
New Zealanders are protected from inappropriate use of therapeutic products. However, Southern
Cross believes it would be beneficial if some sections were expanded or elaborated upon for clarity.
1.1 Consultation document feedback
•

Sections 63-76 (p. 20-22): Southern Cross supports the ability for permitted health
professionals to dispense treatment outside bricks and mortar pharmacy environments.
Southern Cross would like to see this extended for future use. There could be substantial
benefits for Kiwis to receive safe treatments within or close to home, such as some
intravenous cancer treatments.

•

Question B7 (p. 23): Southern Cross believes it would be beneficial if there was some
enabling of unapproved medicines where there is a New Zealand supply issue. These are
currently managed as unapproved medicines even though they are approved in other
countries and are being used for the appropriate reason. Having a reduced or shortened
process to enable their use in New Zealand for a defined period of time would be beneficial.
This would reduce the administration and other processes around their use as an
‘unapproved medicine during a supply shortage period’.

•

Section 86 (p. 25): Southern Cross would welcome the opportunity to provide feedback on
any proposed changes to standing orders and requests the opportunity to participate.

•

Section 102 (p. 27): Southern Cross believes the offence of “agreeing or offering to carry out
a supply chain activity unlawfully” should be extended to public drug provision in the private
sector, and vice versa.

•

Sections 106-119 (p. 28-29): It would be helpful to know more about the product approval
process and its potential implications for the private sector. Southern Cross is concerned that
products solely provisioned and funded in the private sector could promote a two-tiered
system, where the private sector may be expected to fund most new products.

•

Question B16 (p. 31): Southern Cross believes a publicly available register of medical
devices would be invaluable to medical providers and funders (section 378). The sponsor’s

